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‘Connection’ 

1. Linking of people or things: the joining together of two or more people, things, or parts  

2. physical link: something that links two or more things 

3. influential contact: a friend, relative, or associate who either has, or has access to, influence or power (often 

used in the plural) : She used her connections to get an interview with the lead singer. 

4.logical link: a linking association between people, things, or events  

5. relation: a relative, usually a distant relative or by marriage (often used in the plural) 
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Our Mission 

Out of Bounds Magazine (OBM) is a quarterly publication produced and distributed by  Josiah Gottlieb-Rosenwasser and  Lionel 

Patterson at William Head Institution. Its main purpose is to provide an avenue for contributors to express their views, opinions and 

experiences about prison giving prisoners everywhere a creative outlet to express their art. Our aim is that although our 

contributors may be physically confined, their ideas will transcend the walls and bars that hem them in.  

Submissions: We welcome any original prisoner-generated writings and artwork. We also appreciate prison related statistics, news, 

legislation, politics, stories and opinions from community members. In addition, we enjoy hearing our contributors’ stories relating 

to volunteers, Prisoner Justice Day and the Christmas holiday.  

All rights to articles appearing in OBM remain solely with the authors unless otherwise stated. We may request permission to reprint 
any article from the author in the care of Out of Bounds Magazine. 

OBM staff make editorial decisions on matters of content. In no way does this suggest that Corrections Service of Canada or any 
affiliated branch of the criminal justice system supports these decisions. Furthermore, publication of submissions and/or 
advertisements means OBM neither opposes nor endorses the opinions expressed, or the advertised products or services. The views 
expressed in the articles appearing in OBM are those of the authors alone.  

Submission Standard: (for paper submissions only) requires, written on the piece of paper that your submission is on, (i) contact 

info, (ii) date, (iii) whether you authorize us to edit and other publications to reprint, (iv) if your work has already been published, 

please detail the publication. If permission is not given (to reprint or edit), please state how long you expect to be at the given 

address, so we can contact you, and (v) if you want us to print your full name, please explicitly state so on your submission.  

Furthermore, if you include a cover letter and you do not want us to print the entire letter, the entire page, or just the paragraph, 

please write Do Not Publish (or DNP) by the salutation, the top margin or the paragraph respectively to signify such intention. 

Otherwise, you are giving us permission to print that letter.  

For more information on subscriptions, submissions and all other correspondence, please address to: 

Out of Bounds Magazine, 6000 William Head Road, Victoria, BC, V9C 0B5 

How to get on our mailing list: 

Subscribe: For people residing in Canada, a subscription to OBM in 2020 is $20.00 per year or $36.00 for two years. An additional 

postage surcharge or $20.00 per year applies to anyone outside of Canada. (If you have internet access, please read the publication 

from www.penalpress.com). You can send your cheque or money order (include your name, address and postal code on a separate 

sheet of paper) to Out of Bounds via mail.  

Contribute: If you are currently in prison and OBM chooses to publish your submission, we will send you the current issue that 

contains your work. Please note that we post our publication on the Penal Press website at www.penalpress.com By submitting your 

work, you are not only giving us permission to put it in this magazine, but the website as well. If we require permission to reprint 

your work, we will contact you at your last known address. If you do not respond or do not notify us when you move (or do not  

explicitly tell us not to give permission to reprint), you are giving us permission to reprint. This magazine is censored by CSC at WHI. 

One time promotion (OTP): If funding permits, we send a one-time promotional issue to those who express interest. However, we 

strongly suggest that any interested party subscribe or contribute.  

Cross promotion: If your business is willing to promote this publication, to assist prisoners, or to encourage or recruit volunteers 

to assist prisoners, we will gladly put your business on our list. Better yet, e-mail us your business logo so we can put it in our 

magazine. We will also send a copy to those who advertise with us.  

Out of Bounds Magazine, 2019 Printed and bound in a Canadian prison. Copyright 2019 

ISSN 1195-9142. Please feel free to copy and redistribute this magazine in its entirety within the prison system.  
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O 
ut of Bounds (OBM) is a prison magazine read in every federal institution across Canada, as well as 

some provincial jails, a few educational institutions, some federal MPs, as well as having dozens of paid 

subscribers in the community, and in prison. Over the years, the format of the magazine has changed 

but there are certain fundamental portions that are an expectation of sorts. These are: 

Up Front 
 

A commentary by the Editor on current events and contents of the current issue. 
 

Reader’s Forum 
 

Sometimes of limited content, yet an opportunity for readers to voice their likes/dislikes from previous issues. 
 

Editorial 
 

1 to 4 page opinion piece, wide open to whatever is on the Editor’s mind. 
 

Legal News 
 

This content varies from a half page if nothing is going on, to multiple pages if there is a lot of news. Inmates often send 
interesting news updates. 
 

Prison Culture 
 

This area usually looks at prison life from all angles. Content length fluctuates but remember that exceptionally long 
pieces may bore the readers. We often reprint articles that are published in other prison newsletters or from the news-
paper. 
 

Peace and Non-Violence 
 

The Quakers (Religious Society of Friends) donate money to the magazine each year ($500) and in so doing request that 
we write an essay/story that focuses on one of their pillars of belief; Restorative Justice, peace, non-violence, reconcilia-
tion and forgiveness. The Editor is responsible for this piece. It is a challenge to make it work but it is important. The 
length varies between 2 and 4 pages. We sometimes liaison with this group for ideas to include in this section.  
 

Inmate Narratives 
 

We leave this portion wide open. It can contain short stories, opinions on prison life, articles that otherwise did not fit 
into the prison culture heading. A good place for things that cannot fit anywhere else. Articles submitted by the inmate 
population, community, CSC staff are subject to evaluation but not censorship unless there is a security concern. 
 

Mental Health 
 

In this section, we discuss and inform as to mental health concerns such as we often find in Canadian prisons. Due to the 
emphasis these days on program treatment, it is a good opportunity to address a number of issues in regards to mental 
health crisis. 
 

Correctional Cartoons 
 

This page usually introduces prison-related cartoons highlighting an aspect of creative prison humour. 
Inmate Poetry 
There is often a huge volume of poetry to use each issue but be careful not to make it a poetry magazine.  
 

Crossword and Sudoku 
 

We create our own and put them into the issues. It is a good time waster when in between issues. 
 

What’s Next 
 

This is the final statement to wrap the issue up. It need only be a half-page long meant to offer one more thought. We 
often inform as to what we hope to publish for the next theme in the OBM publication.  
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Thank you for your letter reminding me that my sub-
scription to Out of Bounds is long past time for re-
newal. I have been feeling guilty about not con-
tacting you to let you know that I don’t want to re-
new my subscription. 
 

My reason for not renewing my subscription is why I 
haven’t written before this. I think the magazine is 
wonderful. I’m glad that it continues to exist. The 
contents of the magazine are rich. But I find myself 
getting angry and very discouraged when I read 
about the politics and administration of the Federal 
Government regarding prisons and the people who 
are incarcerated. I believe that, as a whole society, 
we should be so much more compassionate and 
sensitive to the needs of people in prison who all 
deserve to be supported to move in the direction of 
rehabilitation and independence. Our prisons should 
be places of healing, not punishment. 
 

I worked in Restorative Justice for a few years and 
attending some conferences at William Head. I 
found my experiences to be very rich and truly edu-
cational for me. I’ve also attended a few of our 
amazing plays. 
 

When I thought about telling you my reason for not 
wanting to continue subscribing to your magazine, I 
imagined you and your fellow inmates saying: You 
don’t like reading about it, try living here! 
 

I wish you well in getting through this Covid episode, 
I know it makes everything more difficult for you. 
Though I don’t want to receive your magazine I’m 
enclosing a cheque to support this truly worthwhile 
endeavour. I know that by choosing not to expose 
myself to news and information about the Federal 
administration, I will also be missing out on some 
worthwhile articles. But that’s OK. I’m just glad to 
know the magazine is out there, and continuing to 
be distributed. 
 

Thank you for your kindly and patient reminder 
that you needed to know if I still wanted to be a 
subscriber. 
 

I look forward to your next play, whenever that 
will be.  Don’t lose hope. 
 

  Warm regards   Lynne Shields 

Inmates are still not treated with 

enough respect and dignity in the sys-

tem, especially in segregation unit. 

Keeping inmates locked up 22-hours a 

day in a tiny cell is cruel and unusual 

punishment according to the UN Char-

ter.  

     Retired CSC prison Librarian/Teacher 

Received the spring edition of 

OBM today. The moniker 

‘Canada’s Premier Prison Mag-

azine’ is well deserved.  You 

and all other OMB’s staff con-

tribution as a team are appre-

ciated by myself and all other 

ardent readers across Canada 

and perhaps beyond.  

      Inmate George Fraser 

           Bath Institution 
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Up Front—Editor’s Note

Archived OBM at www.penalpress.com 

OBM  Summer—2021  Volume 38 No.2 

Digital Archive of prisoner

-written newsletters. 

 
 

The OBM’s theme on ‘Connection’ was inspired by a young 

Jewish single mother of two boys—Samuel and Judah fea-

tured in the ‘Vancouver Jewish Independent’ newspaper 

last year. After reading her story of resilience in the midst 

of terrible circumstances and connection to the Jewish 

community of Greater Vancouver, I decided that same 

theme would be more than sufficient for our summer edi-

tion. 
 

“We are not free, separate, and independent entities, but 

like links in a chain, we could not by any means be what we 

are without those who went before us and showed us the 

way.” said Thomas Mann (1875 - 1955) German writer. Are 

you incarcerated and have not contacted family members 

or friends for years? Is there something which prevents 

you? Have you wondered whether you will be accepted? 

Why not reach out and renew those relationships. Connec-

tion is an enduring theme and of great interest. As an side 

note and on the theme of connection—I have included 

which will be a regular column in the ‘Out of Bounds’ mag-

azine called ‘Reflections’—which will include articles, sto-

ries, poetry and more—featuring material from the ar-

chives of old past editions of the magazine not generally 

available to inmates. Many of our readers do not have In-

ternet access and therefore cannot call up past issues of 

the OBM. Considering we have been publishing now for 

more than 40-years, we have a host of great articles on a 

variety of topics by former authors, Editors, poets, et al. It 

will be interesting to feature some old material from time 

to time. Additionally, a column on ‘Reflections’ might be 

thought-provoking if our subscribers/readers would send 

us some of their old narratives to publish in the magazine. 

If you have any interest in this topic, please drop us a line 

here in the OBM office. We would like to hear from you! 

 

 

 

So, let’s start. In this edition of OBM, we are making a 

fresh beginning. In my Editorial I write, “Long ago, like 

most people, I discovered the value of friendships, how 

important it is to develop and maintain good relationships. 

Although it is sometimes difficult these days to establish 

and maintain connections with people because we are 

such a diverse and fast-moving society, the advent of so-

cial media has made things much simpler. However, as 

most inmates know when you came to prison most of 

those social media website connections were lost for the 

most part due to our incarceration. We depend upon snail-

mail or ‘Canada Post’ to deliver the messages we have to 

our loved ones and friends. I find that the social 

‘connection‘ is often difficult while incarcerated for a 

whole number of  other reasons as well. We obviously are 

isolated from the community. You might say our 

‘connection’ with family and friends—others, takes on a 

different flavour. As I state in my editorial, “many of us 

who are in prison who have had access to the Internet and 

Facebook—other social media websites have developed a 

host of new friendships, albeit electronically.” I am not one 

of them. My associates in the community, and I, these 

days, communicate by snail-mail, phone or by prison visit-

ation. Welcome to the world of the inmate. Part of the 

punishment of our sentence is our removal from the com-

munity. The ‘connection’ for the most part has been bro-

ken. At least, it has been strained. How this reality assists 

us, who are incarcerated to become “law-abiding” citizens 

has not quite been explained to me. One of the reasons 

for crime, according to one ‘Restorative Justice Model’ is 

the breakdown in relationships. Somehow, the 

‘connection’ between the community and ourselves has 

been broken or perhaps never existed in the first place. 

Therefore, it behooves me how disconnecting us from the 

http://www.wordinfo.info/words/index/info/view_unit/558/?letter=C&spage=26
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community and separating us from normalcy can help 

make the type of ‘connection’ society hopes to create in 

us by our incarceration? Do you know what I mean? 

In one informative magazine article, appearing in OBM, on 

page 13, the author points out this about our theme: 

‘Connection’ Is a Core Human Need; But We Are Terrible 

at It. Briana Wiest correctly points out that “We are a trib-

al species. There is no way around this despite what many 

highly individualistic cultures may want us to believe. No 

person is an island unto themselves.” Agreed. With regu-

lar insight the author states what has become obvious to 

researchers, “Authenticity is required for connection. The 

internet and social media do not disconnect us because 

we are glued to our phones at the dinner table but be-

cause they increase our ability to be inauthentic. They al-

low us to gloat, edit, filter, and post a highlight reel. We 

can construct a façade of our lives that may or may not be 

an honest reflection of reality.” In the same way, many 

inmates wear a face in prison, which they first constructed 

through social media while in the community. 

While everyone these days appear to have resisted the 

need to connect in a real and honest way, there are others 

who have reached out to embrace a real community con-

nection. Vancouver resident Hannah Amar reached out to 

her peers in the article ‘Celebrating Community’ and Pat 

Johnson writes a short but riveting account of some of the 

benefits of joining with others in spite of our circumstanc-

es. What a wonderful story of connection.  

Not to be lost in the shuffle, inmates need that same sup-

port when it comes to connecting or in some cases, recon-

necting to the community. However, it starts in the prison 

system and before we are released to freedom. People 

need to value inmate’s basic human rights. The question 

asked by Robyn Urback “Why is so much of our prison 

population still subjected to conditions that could be con-

sidered torture under UN definitions?” in the article: 

‘Connection: We should All Care about Inmates’ Well-

Being’ is an honest assessment of the deprivations often 

suffered while incarcerated. She says, “If regular Canadi-

ans can’t be persuaded to care about the effects of soli-

tary confinement on prisoner’s welfare, perhaps they can 

come around to caring about it for the sake of their own.”  

One of our local residents here at William Head pens a 

brief challenge to us in his article “You and Me!” when he 

says, “We lead strange lives. The connections that we make 

are crucial in our success or failure. Home life is important, 

as it is the first encounter that we make in this life. As we 

grow older, the friends that we make shape our lives, for 

good or ill. No matter what connections you have made 

there is always a path towards redemption…” Isn’t that 

true? What an inspiring challenge to us all. Please read this 

wonderful article and give us your feedback. 

Of special interest, each summer in the prison system is the 

yearly Prisoner’s Justice Day recognition. Assistant editor 

Lionel Patterson reminds us that, “On August 10th, the 24-

hour period, has been recognized as a day that prisoners 

have set aside to remember those who have died unnatu-

ral deaths in prison in solidarity and unity to the memory of 

those who have died in prisons, (victims of murder, ne-

glect, suicide and overdoses). It has also become a day that 

people in prison can do justice to the system that they are 

locked into by participating in work stoppages, fasting, 

attending memorial services and encouraging friends and 

family on the outside to organize demonstrations and vig-

ils.” Please read and remember to participate.  

It was only natural for me as Managing Editor to ask our 

prison Librarian what ‘Connection’ meant to her in her new 

role. She has been so helpful and kind to us in the OBM 

office and at William Head; I asked her whether she would 

be thoughtful and share what that theme meant to her as 

our Librarian. She jumped at the opportunity and in rare 

form, she pens a delightful article she titles: ‘Connecting to 

What is Current: Forming Connections as a Prison Librar-

ian’. With excitement, she says, “Whether I am doing read-

ers’ advisory, retrieving case law, or collection manage-

ment, I think about the connections of the inmate popula-

tion here at William Head Institution.” We are so glad she 

recently joined our frazzled pandemic weary prison popula-

tion.  

As most readers and subscribers already know, ‘Mental 

Health’ is one of my favourite sections in our magazine. I 

love finding authors who love to write inspiring material 

covering a whole range of topics. In this edition of the sum-

mer magazine, I have included two great articles, which 

address our current theme. One article is titled: ‘The Im-

portance of Human Connection’ and spells it out quite 

clearly, “Our inherent need for human connection doesn’t 

mean that every introvert must become a social butterfly. 

Having human connection can look different for each per-

son. And if you’re not sure where to start in finding mean-

ingful connection, that’s okay.” Well, maybe I could take a 

few hints. Perchance, I might become a social butterfly. 

The importance of connecting with others is as significant 

as this, says author Dr. Emma Seppala— “Social 

http://www.wordinfo.info/words/index/info/view_unit/558/?letter=C&spage=26
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‘connection’ improves health, well-being, and longevity.” 

You can’t argue with that! With great wisdom, she puts 

together interesting insights and warnings from current 

research and states, “Despite its clear importance for 

health and survival, sociological research suggests that so-

cial connectedness is waning at an alarming rate in the US. 

A revealing sociological study showed that the modal num-

ber of close confidantes (i.e., people with whom one feels 

comfortable sharing a personal problem) Americans 

claimed to have in 1985 was only three. In 2004, it dropped 

to one, with 25% of Americans saying that they have no 

one to confide in. This survey suggests that one in four peo-

ple that we meet may have no one they call a close friend!”  

Well, isn’t that rather provocative for us in Canada. We live 

in a larger country than the U.S., we are spread out thin-

ner—, and so what does that tell you about our close 

neighbours and friends to the south? Does that mean we 

need to reconsider our relationship? You be the judge! 

Sometimes I wish life were simpler than it appears. As Edi-

tor of the OBM, it sometimes is difficult to accept the fact 

our publication is evaluated by the same organization that 

imprisons us. It has been said, “In a relativistic universe, 

there are no absolute rights, including that of free expres-

sion; in a world of original sin, censorship is a necessary 

evil. Between too much and too little lies the hard-to-find 

path of just enough. Finally, our lives are as mirrors one to 

another, casting reflections fragmented along the cracks in 

our selves, but true reflections nonetheless.”  Read this 

edition’s article on ‘Censorship and Repression, and let us 

know here in the OBM office what you think of CSC’s intru-

sion into free expression in our publication.  

Perry Bellegarde, National Chief of the Assembly of First 

Nations, stated in a news release a day after the Office of 

the Correctional Investigator had released its findings that 

the report was an “alarming wake-up call” for Canada to 

confront the discrimination and apathy ingrained into its 

correctional system. Everyone knows inside and outside of 

prison that the Indigenous people have been discriminated 

against for decades. Over 30% of the prison population is 

formed of native people. Please read this Correctional In-

vestigator’s report.    

The Senate Office of Kim Pate (Ontario) recently sent the 

OBM office a package of material regarding Bill C-22 and 

Mandatory minimum sentencing. “As the Department of 

Justice’s own research has emphasized, there is no compel-

ling evidence to suggest that mandatory minimum penal-

ties prevent or deter crime. Nor that they make Canadians 

safer.” To remedy systemic racism bolder steps are re-

quired. Take a look at this brief article. To read the entire 

article go online to Senator Pate’s Government website.  

We have been updating our subscribers to what has been 

happening in the ‘Evolve Our Prison Farm Protest’. The ar-

ticle in this edition recapitulates on what the Movement is 

about. “No longer feeding prisoners, this prison farm “pilot 

project” will be a for-profit agribusiness selling milk com-

mercially to the private sector. CORCAN’S planned multi-

million-dollar factory farm will mechanically milk up to 

3000 goats who will never be pastured. CSC has stated that 

construction would began in 2019—then in 2020—but the 

‘Joyceville Inmate Committee’ reports that no construction 

has begun and there is no sign of the first 800 goat kids 

which have been activated for two years.” Join in on the 

conversation.  

The Canadian government and CSC have been exploiting 

inmate labour for years. Now read a story, which keeps 

that fact alive in the news and Canadian courts. When for-

mer dairy farmer Todd Mallen, now a prisoner in the Joyce-

ville Minimum Security facility, looks out over the prison 

fields where he used to custom plant corn as a youth, the 

appalling mismanagement and waste of money has 

spurred him to speak out. He is fighting and the govern-

ment is fighting back. The case eventually went to the Su-

preme Court and the ruling sided with CSC, who main-

tained that what the prisoners were doing was “not jobs, 

but programs,” said Mallen. That is the loophole that CSC is 

using as justification, that they can potentially use prison 

labour to produce goat milk for Chinese-owned processing 

and export, while at the same time Canada does not allow 

any imports manufacturing with prison labour, said Mallen. 

If this case does not appall you and cause you to…what can 

I say “barf” I have to wonder what will.  

In our new section ‘Reflections’ Sherry - Edmunds Flett tells 

her story of when she got married in prison. Now that cer-

tainly is a novel way to connect. That event occurred in 

1987 here at William Head Institution. The author was 

working on her Ph.D—and so she was no dummy—

therefore be encouraged inmates as you might be next.  

The human population on the globe is divided into several 

thousand national groups, people who speak the same lan-

guage or dialect and share common customs (including 

diet, dress, and holidays and festivals), as well as a com-

mon history. Read Michael Ignatieff riveting account on our 

human desire to belong and connect. 

Finally, the ‘Healthy Living Section’ looks into sodium in 

table salt. What are the benefits, dangers?      Enjoy! 
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‘Connection’ 
By 

Josiah Gottlieb-Rosenwasser 

W 
hen I last wrote the OBM Editorial on the 

topic of ‘Choices’ in the spring 2021 mag-

azine edition, I said that ‘Choices’, the 

magazine edition’s theme, was not my 

favourite subject. I can report and claim that; the theme of 

‘Connection’ for this edition actually excites and inspires 

me. You might say, “It has been written in my DNA”, so-to-

speak. My Jewish roots go deep in the old countries of Eu-

rope and that ‘connection’ is real and profoundly inter-

esting. At least, it is for me. It brought me  to this point. 

However, to be honest, the summer OBM’s theme on 

‘Connection’ was inspired by a young Jewish single mother 

Hannah and her two boys—Samuel and Judah, whose story 

was featured in the Vancouver ‘Jewish Independent’ news-

paper late last year. After reading her incredible and per-

sonal story of resilience in the midst of terrible circum-

stances, suffering, and her ‘connection’ to the Jewish com-

munity of Greater Vancouver, I thought it only right to in-

clude such a subject in our prison magazine.  Nevertheless, 

I might say that; although I find the topic inspiring, I am the 

least of all people to discuss such a theme. As stated in the 

spring magazine ‘What’s Next?’ Section, “What might I 

say? I hope to find out! I was inspired by Hannah’s story 

and after thoughtful consideration; I connected to Hannah 

and to the Jewish community.” You might say, I have made 

a new ‘connection’ and begun a new journey of sorts, and I 

suggest you can as well. Are you incarcerated and haven’t 

contacted family members or friends for years? Is there 

something which prevents you?  Have you wondered 

whether you will be accepted? Why not reach out, renew 

those relationships, and re-establish that ‘connection’.  

The ‘Connection’ topic is an enduring theme and of great 

interest to many of us. Brené Brown has said, “I define 

‘connection’ as the energy that exists between people when 

they feel seen, heard, and valued; when they can give and 

receive without judgment; and when they derive suste-

nance and strength from the relationship.” What exactly 

comes to your mind when you hear that expression? For 

me, I think of the past, and my family ancestry. A few years 

ago, I was involved in genealogical research.  I connected 

http://www.wordinfo.info/words/index/info/view_unit/558/?letter=C&spage=26
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to those deceased members of my family, which had been 

prominent in my family-line. I explored my family’s past 

and made a number of novel discoveries. My curiosity paid 

off and because of these new discoveries, they are shaping 

my future. Don’t underestimate the theme and value of 

‘connection’. It is of inestimable worth. Think of it! 
 

Long ago, like most people, I discovered the value of 

friendships, how important it is to develop and maintain 

good relationships. Although it is sometimes difficult these 

days to establish and maintain connections with people 

because we are such a diverse and fast-moving society, 

the advent of social media has made things much simpler. 

It turns out that Martin Luther King Jr. was correct after all 

when he wrote, “It really boils down to this: that all life is 

interrelated. We are all caught in an inescapable network 

of mutuality, tied into a single garment of destiny. What-

ever affects one destiny, affects all indirectly.” 
 

Sometimes the greatest connection we find and experi-

ence in life (both positive and negative) is not something 

or somebody we are even cognizant of thinking about, 

and yet, they might have the strongest influence on the 

way we think and behave. “Invisible threads are the 

strongest ties.”― Friedrich Nietzsche. For example, I have 

a newspaper article from a few years ago, with photo of 

my brother ‘Barry’ on the OBM bulletin board above my 

desk. The newspaper headline states, “New Mountain 

Club to Help Writers with ‘Lost Art’” subtitle: ‘Retired pro-

fessor and author wants to give the benefit of his experi-

ence’, which is an article about how my brother wants to 

help writers and want-to-be-writers to do it in the right 

way without spending a lot of time and money. I also have 

a photo of myself as ‘OBM Editor’ on the same bulletin 

board, next to my brother. Someone once commented 

that by the look of things, I was trying to compete with my 

brother. That fortunately had never entered my mind. I do 

not believe it is true. On the other hand, what 

‘connection’ is there, if not competition?  ― William 

James wrote: “We are like islands in the sea, separate on 

the surface but connected in the deep.” Although there is 

a great chasm between my brother and I, there is no 

doubt in my mind, there also is a great ‘connection’. It 

couldn’t be otherwise, whether my brother and I realize it 

or not. We are brothers! 

There are times in people’s lives when the ‘connection’ 

runs so deep it almost has some mystical relation to the 

people or the events. I remember many years ago that, I 

had two French, female friends, who were twin sisters but 

who lived in different places. On some days, without them 

even knowing it beforehand, they would wear the same 

type of clothing with the same colours. Or they had the 

same hair style or other similar chic fashion. Undoubtedly, 

you have also known twins where, at times, one would 

start a sentence, and the other twin would end it. I knew 

another twin whose brother worked for the Hydro Electric 

Company. There was a terrific accident at work and the 

electrical-worker was electrocuted and died. The same day 

and hour, the supervisor went to tell his brother of the hor-

rific accident, but his twin knew even before the Foreman 

arrived that his twin was deceased. There are many such 

stories. I recall one time I went to Toronto. We took the 

bus from where we lived to Toronto due to the problem of 

congestion and parking in that largely populated city. After 

spending the day in Toronto and returning home, we ar-

rived back at the ‘Bus Terminal’. I said to the friend I had 

gone to Toronto with, that I needed to phone my mother. 

“Can’t you wait until you get home”, it was asked. “No, I 

must telephone her now!” was my immediate response. 

This was before the days of cellphones. I went to the 

phone booth and phoned my mother. She answered the 

telephone and said, “Oh, you got my message, did you?” I 

replied, “I’ve not yet returned home!” She said, “I left a 

written message on your door to call me when you re-

turned!” You see, there is sometimes such a ‘connection’ 

between people, which cannot be explained. I am no mys-

tic, and I do not believe in mysterious happenings as such, 

but there is such a ‘connection’ between some people and 

events that cannot be understood. ― Herman Melville, 

American writer, well said, “A thousand fibers connect us 

with our fellow men; and among those fibers, as sympa-

thetic threads, our actions run as causes, and they come 

back to us as effects.”   

I find that the social ‘connection‘ is often difficult while in-

carcerated for a whole number of reasons. We obviously, 

are isolated from the community. You might say our 

‘connection’ with family and friends—others, takes on a 

different flavour. Many of us who are in prison who have 

had access to the Internet and Facebook—other social me-
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dia websites have developed a host of new friendships, 

albeit electronically. I am not one of them. My associates in 

the community, and I these days, communicate by snail-

mail, phone or by prison visitation. Welcome to the world 

of the inmate. Part of the punishment of our sentence is 

our removal from the community. The ‘connection’ for the 

most part has been broken. At least, it has been strained. 

How this reality assists us, who are incarcerated to become 

“law-abiding” citizens has not quite been explained to me. 

One of the reasons for crime, according to one ‘Restorative 

Justice Model’ is the breakdown in relationships. Some-

how, the ‘connection’ between the community and our-

selves has been broken or perhaps never existed in the first 

place. Therefore, it behooves me how disconnecting us 

from the community and separating us from normalcy can 

help make the type of ‘connection’ society hopes to create 

in us by our incarceration? Do you know what I mean?  

The past year has been difficult for all of us due to the 

Coronavirus pandemic and other related factors such as 

the economic effects of it. We have not been able to make 

that same type of ‘connection’, which in the past had char-

acterized us. Our workplace, church, synagogue, shopping 

malls, recreational activities, prison-environments, have 

not been the same. In many cases, we have had to socially 

isolate from those we love and cherish or are acquainted 

with. Most of us have watched the TV newscasts and seen 

the horrid stories of seniors in the ‘Long-term Care Homes’, 

as they either perished due to Covid-19 or wither away due 

to loneliness. The various unpleasant scenarios are abso-

lutely horrid to watch. During this recent pandemic, we 

have also learned the value of ‘connection’ with our neigh-

bours and our fellowman. Maybe we have taken this past 

concept of ‘connection’ for granted. The opposite of 

‘connection’ is to “cut off”, or “detach from” and this is 

what most of us have experienced the past year, due to 

Covid-19, except for us inmates, who experience this same 

reality during the entire years of our imprisonment. I am 

amazed when I hear how people in the community have 

been affected by this latest pandemic. People’s mental 

health has suffered as a result of their social-distancing and 

isolation. With the breakdown of their social ‘connection’, 

community members—citizens, have experienced a decline 

in their ability to function normally and process daily life. 

Scientist Matthew Lieberman uncovers the neuroscience of 

human connections—and the broad implications for how 

we live our lives. Matthew Lieberman’s case that our need 

to connect is as fundamental as our need for food and wa-

ter. He writes, “Different cultures have different beliefs 

about how important social connection and interdepend-

ence are to our lives. In the West, we like to think of our-

selves as relatively immune to sway of those around us 

while we each pursue our personal destiny. However, I 

think this is a story we like to tell ourselves rather than 

what really happens.” Presumably, it is difficult for Canadi-

ans to comprehend the ‘connection’ inmates lose with the 

community due to their prison sentences—that is, at least 

until the past year during this present worldwide crisis. 

Similarly, it has been difficult for us inmates to fully appre-

ciate how this pandemic has affected the community and 

their individual lives.  How could we, we weren’t connect-

ed. We need to be! 

Getting back to the origin of the concept, it has been said 

that, “Connection is the experience of oneness. It’s having 

shared experiences, relatable feelings, or similar ideas. It is 

the feeling of belonging to something greater than oneself. 

When you are watching a sporting event with your friends, 

you are experiencing connection. When you gather with 

your family for dinner or open up and express your authen-

tic feelings to another person or find you have something in 

common with someone, you’re experiencing connection.” 

 

 

 

 

 

I have never had the experience of cellphone technology 

yet or social media websites but I have heard that people 

using these technologies are not personally communicating 

anymore with one another. I saw one TV commercial, 

which showed a husband and wife talking on their cell-

phones, and they were in the same room. Brianna Wiest 

wrote, “We’ve developed a world designed to create more 

connection than ever before, yet somehow, much of the 

digital age has severed connection or fostered inauthentic 

connection—which does not work. You cannot feign one-

ness. It is not something you intellectualize. It’s something 
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On that note, I would like to speak about how wonderful it 

has been to make a connection with the volunteers that 

come into the prisons each week. Before the pandemic, 

that is. Whether the ‘connection’ has been in the Chapel 

meetings with faith-based community volunteers, or in 

some of the voluntary programs such as; AA’s, NA’s, Non-

violent Communication, Foundations Course, Senior’s Exer-

cise Group, John Howard Society, Mustard Seed, Halfway 

House Representatives, and the many other individuals 

and groups which come into the prisons, the experience 

and ‘connection’ has been rewarding. Many inmates who 

are not too social in prison have often made pleasing new 

friendships with these same volunteers and made new 

connections to help them upon release after their sen-

tence expires. 

On a less than positive note, which affects most prisoners, 

and something, which occurs all too often, are inmates 

who are granted their freedom on either their ‘Statutory 

Release Date’ or ‘Early Parole’, and who for some unknown 

reason leave the prison without saying “goodbye” to their 

‘buddies’. Such has occurred numerous times in my own 

incarceration, and happened just recently, when I discov-

ered just lately that someone I knew and interacted with 

on an almost daily basis got out on his ‘Day Parole’ a few 

weeks ago. I was aghast when he left on parole, and he did 

not drop by to say his farewell. Someone questioned why I 

felt so disappointed, and why I had such a high expecta-

tion. I told him, it was not that I had a high expectation but 

it was a common courtesy to say ‘goodbye’. He reminded 

me of the ICPM program principle of ‘Perspective-

Checking’. What did that have to do with anything? Is it 

wrong to expect or assume your prison associates would 

be courteous enough when leaving to say their farewells? 

Perhaps, the ‘connection’ was not strong enough in the 

first place. Or maybe, there are other psychological factors 

involved. I guess we cannot just look at the positive as-

pects of social ‘connections’ without considering some of 

the negative aspects of the subject.  

Similarly, most inmates I know or have known over the 

years have pointed out how difficult it has been to make a 

‘connection’ with their Institutional Parole Officers (IPO), 

and other CSC staff. We all know how aloof most of the 

CSC staff can be toward us. Not all of them. That is not 

meant to be a criticism but an observation. It’s an adver-

sarial system with inmates caught in the middle between a 

public bent on apparent vengeance against criminals, and 

a less than considerate and punishing government. Those 

responsible to rehabilitate inmates, if such a system actual-

ly exists, is confusing to the inmate looking for help. In oth-

er words, the ‘connection’ we hoped existed and look for, 

has been lost. There are enough ‘Restorative Justice’ mod-

els available to provide a portrait of the ‘connection’ need-

ed. There does not seem to be interest from government 

to attempt reform, unless pressured by social advocates. 

Even the Correctional Investigator’s Office mentions how 

to correct the system. The Correctional Services of Canada 

needs correcting itself. How ironic!  

Moving to other important sources of ‘connection’ in an 

individual’s life, not yet mentioned or brought up is a per-

son’s spiritual ‘connection’. To many, including myself, this 

is vitally important. Spiritually my own ‘connection’ is to 

the One true G-d, the Lord G-d, of my fathers, of Israel, and 

of the Bible. Other people make some ‘connection’ to an-

other deity, or other worldly force. This is where the topic 

gets a little messy. To whom you ‘connect’ to or with is a 

matter of subjective faith.     

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  
  

 

This article was inspired by a young Jewish mother who 

wanted us to keep two words in mind: ‘resilience’ and 

‘connection.’ I was true to the second, and as to the first, I 

am living it. I mentioned in the spring edition I was won-

dering what I would say in regards to the subject of 

‘connection’.  It is such an important topic. I think we 

should consider reaching out to others and attempt to con-

nect with them, no matter the circumstances. We are not 

responsible for the outcome.  I made the choice to reach 

out to OBM readers. Why not reach out to your neighbour, 

your distraught family member, co-worker, stranger and 

make this ‘connection’ in their lives to make a difference in 

this world!  Thank you Hannah for making a difference   

Relief from the Arch of Titus  

During the 1st century, the Jewish Zealots instigated a massive revolt in 

Jerusalem against the Roman governors of Judea. The revolt lasted from 

66 to 73, when Masada, the last stronghold of the Zealots, fell to Roman 

soldiers. This relief from the Arch of Titus in the Roman Forum depicts 

Roman soldiers removing treasures from the Second Temple, which was 

razed along with the rest of Jerusalem at the end of the revolt. 
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I n his book Lost Connections, Johann Hari talks about 
his decades of work in the fields of trauma and mental 

health and why he believes that the root of almost every-
thing we suffer through is a severed connection we never 
figured out how to repair.  
 

At one point, Hari talks about an obesity clinic where pa-
tients who were overweight to the point of a medical cri-
sis were put on a supervised liquid diet in an effort to try 
to save their lives. The treatment worked, and many of 
the patients walked out of the clinic hundreds of pounds 
lighter and with a new lease on life—at first. What hap-
pened later was a side effect no doctor predicted. Some 
of the patients gained back all the weight and then some. 
Others endured psychotic breaks and one died by suicide. 
 

After looking into why many of these patients had such 
adverse emotional reactions, the doctors discovered 
something important: The time when each patient began 
overeating usually correlated with a traumatic event they 
had no other coping mechanism for. Hari summed up the 
findings like this: “What we thought was the problem was 
very often a symptom of a problem that nobody knew 
anything about.” 

 
Connection is the experience of oneness. It’s having 
shared experiences, relatable feelings, or similar ideas. 

 
Of course, the implication is not that every single over-
weight person is suffering some kind of subconscious 
trauma. The point is that many of the ongoing problems 
we cannot resolve are, in fact, symptoms of deeper prob-
lems we may not be aware of. In fact, Hari analogizes this 
to the smoke of a burning house: You can keep waving 
away the clouds, but without putting out the fire, your 
efforts will be futile.  
 
The biggest problem in most people’s lives is trauma, and 
trauma is what creates a damaged ability to connect with 
others. “Trauma” is not a term reserved for the most se-
vere and unrelenting atrocities one can experience. Any-
time something scares us and we do not get over that fear, 
trauma is created. When we don’t believe we have the 
resources or abilities to cope with a certain problem or 
stimuli, we create adaptive behaviors to deny or avoid it. 
It’s not the trauma itself that causes the most long-term 
damage; it is how the trauma wreaks havoc on the psyche 
and prevents reintegration into a normal, healthy life 

where other people and unknown situations are seen as 
benevolent. 
 

You’ve probably heard this before in different ways: The 
opposite of addiction, is not sobriety, it’s connection. The 
foremost pillar of happiness is a sense of belonging and 
purpose. Cultures that are more communal are more men-
tally healthy as a whole. People who are alone often die 
earlier and get sicker before they do. 
 

We are a tribal species. There is no way around this despite 
what many highly individualistic cultures may want us to 
believe. No person is an island unto themselves. We are 
born through connection, and it is through connection to 
others that we accomplish virtually everything else in life. 
We do not just prefer healthy relationships; we need them. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Connection is so important, but it is often overlooked and 
there are few resources available to teach people how to 
foster real connection in their lives. But there are a few 
essential ideas that can help. 
 

Understand What Connection Is 
 

Connection is the experience of oneness. It’s having 
shared experiences, relatable feelings, or similar ideas. It 
is the feeling of belonging to something greater than one-
self.  

‘Connection’ Is a Core Human Need, But We Are Terrible at It  

No person is an island. 

Passover Meal 

A Yemenite family gathers in Israel for the Seder meal to 

celebrate the Jewish festival of Passover. The foods 

shown in the foreground symbolize some aspect of the 

ordeal of the Israelites during their enslavement in 

Egypt. These symbolic foods include unleavened bread 

(matzoh), bitter herbs, and a lamb shank. 

Brianna Wiest  December 4, 2018 
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When you’re watching a sporting event with your friends, 
you’re experiencing connection. When you gather with 
your family for dinner or open up and express your au-
thentic feelings to another person or find you have some-
thing in common with someone, you’re experiencing con-
nection. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

We’ve developed a world designed to create more con-
nection than ever before, yet somehow, much of the digi-
tal age has severed connection or fostered inauthentic 
connection—which does not work. You cannot feign one-
ness. It is not something you intellectualize. It’s something 
you feel. 
 

Learn How to Connect With Others Authentically 
 
Authenticity is required for connection. The internet and 
social media do not disconnect us because we are glued to 
our phones at the dinner table but because they increase 
our ability to be inauthentic. They allow us to gloat, edit, 
filter, and post a highlight reel. We can construct a façade 
of our lives that may or may not be an honest reflection of 
reality. 
 
In this, we breech connection. People who have authentic 
connections over social media report having a largely posi-
tive view and experience of it. People who use it as a gen-
uine way to stay in touch with others don’t report the 
same levels of anxiety and depression associated with its 
use. The reason people try to fake their way into being 
liked is that they confuse attention for connection—and 
they are not the same thing. 
 

Focus on Giving Connection, Not Receiving It 
 
In order to connect with others, we have to give them our 
time and honest feelings and ideas and have shared expe-
riences and openness. We do not connect with others by 
trying to earn approval, awe, compliments, appreciation, 
envy, or superiority. 
 

In the process of restoring a connection with others, we 
can realize that we actually create a connection with our-
selves. 

Most people believe a connection is something they earn 
by being “good enough” when it is really something they 
develop by being willing enough. 
 
If healing is a return to wholeness, then healing from trau-
ma is remembering that we can trust others, we can trust 
ourselves, and we can trust life. It is the reintegration into 
easiness, calmness, and the willingness to allow life to be 
as it is rather than trying to control how it’s perceived. It is 
not waiting for others to initiate or sustain that connection. 
It is our own willingness to try again, be vulnerable again, 
show up for others, reach out, and make ourselves an ac-
tive part of our communities and families and friend 
groups.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The process of restoring a connection with others, we can 
realize that we actually create a connection with ourselves. 
In being seen and loved for who we are, how we think, and 
what we feel, we learn it’s okay to be as we are. If our core 
human need is to connect with others, then the most im-
portant part of healing our emotional wounds is allowing 
ourselves to open up again. It is simply our willingness to 
show up as we are, and our trust that we will be taken care 
of. It is our discernment to give our time and energy to 
those who respect and cherish it back. And, most im-
portantly, it is the knowledge that even if we do have to go 
through the fires of life—as all of us do—we come out the 
other end stronger, clearer, and more ready to appreciate 
what we have. 
 

Not unlike the Japanese art of kintsugi, where broken 
items are repaired and displayed with pride, our connec-
tions and reconnections are often strongest where we had 
to forge them ourselves.   

A ‘Connection’ is not just a human need! 

Group ‘Connection’ 
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‘‘Celebrating Community’ 

By Pat Johnson 

This article was featured in the Vancouver ‘Jewish Independent’, October 30, 2020 newspaper.  

H 
annah Amar wants people to keep in mind 

two words when they listen to her story: 

‘resilience’ and ‘connection.’ 

Toronto-born Amar was ten years old when she and her 

parents were hit by a drunk driver in a catastrophic car 

accident.  She was the sole survivor. She went to live with 

an aunt and uncle, in a home with little to no Jewish iden-

tity. Her quest to regain her Jewish identity and the 

difference it made at the most difficult moment of her 

adult life is a story she will share next month (Nov.8, 

2020) at ‘Choices’. 

‘Choices’ is an annual celebration of the Jewish Federation 

of Greater Vancouver. It brings together hundreds of Jew-

ish women who have made a choice to support the com-

munity through volunteerism, professional work, engage-

ment or a financial gift. This year’s event take place virtual-

ly on Nov. 8, and will recognize the power of women’s indi-

vidual and collective contributions. The keynote speaker is 

Michelle Hirsh, a Cleveland woman who mobilized her cir-

cle to support the Jewish community of Houston after Hur-

ricane Harvey wreaked havoc on that city in 2017. Amar is 

the community speaker.  

When Amar came to the University of British Columbia, she 

sought out Hillel, the Jewish student organization, in an 

effort to reconnect with her Jewishness. This was her initial 

foray into the community. 
 

After university, she was working in a corporate office and 

met a man with whom she had two sons, 16 months apart. 

That relationship ended and he largely disappeared. With 

two kids and no child support, Amar struggled to make 

ends meet. 

With no family to fall back on, Amar put her belongings in 

storage and spent the better part of a year with no fixed 

address. She had some savings intended for her kids’ edu-

cation, which was all that kept the three of them off the 

streets in a homeless shelter. At one point, she was living 

in a room above a Starbucks, reached through a long set of 

Editor’s Note: The following article is what inspired the theme of ‘Connection’ for the summer magazine. Thank 

you Hannah for your resilience in the face of difficult circumstances. I was ‘touched by your story and by your life. 

River Front Park—South Vancouver Walkway near the park in South Vancouver 
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steep stairs—she was eight months pregnant and had a 1-

year-old.  

Earlier, though, when she was still at her office job, Amar 

passed by the ‘Ohel Ya’akov Community Kollel’, on West 

Broadway. Since leaving university, and Hillel, she had not 

been in close contact with the Jewish community. Coming 

from a kickboxing class, dressed in her hot pink hoodie, she 

stopped outside the Kollel and was wondering whether to 

go in when a rabbi came down the stairs with a lollipop in 

his mouth. 

“I thought, I can totally approach this rabbi because he’s 

eating a lollipop,” she recalled. 

Rabbi Levi Feigelstock invited her to services on Shabbat 

and, the following week, she was at his family’s Shabbat 

table. It was the beginning of a solid connection. Both of 

her sons had their bris at the Kollel. 

As her relationship collapsed and her housing situation be-

came critical, it was that connection with community that 

provided a safety net.  

A few weeks ago, Amar and her kids—Sam, 7, and Judah, 

who is almost 6—moved into a three-bedroom townhome 

at the ‘Ben and Esther Dayson Residences’ in the ‘River Dis-

trict of South Vancouver’. The ‘Dayson Residences’ are a 

project of ‘Tikva Housing’, a non-profit society that pro-

vides access to affordable housing, primarily for Jewish low

-to-moderate-income adults and families. The neighbour-

hood, which opened in 2019, consists of 32 townhomes. 

“My kids are so happy, I’m so happy,” said Amar. “It’s a life-

changer. It really is.”  

Around Sukkot, Chabad visited with their mobile Sukkah 

and all the kids in the residences came out. Amar loves 

walking around and seeing Shabbat candles in windows.  

“The sense of community here—it is remarkable.” she said. 

“Going from no fixed address and only being the three of 

us for so many years to finally reaching out and dipping our 

toes in community and now having that…Reaching out to 

the Jewish community helped me.”  

The kids have already made best friends in the neighbour-

hood and Amar is enjoying having neighbourhood kid’s dog 

piling on her living room floor. 

“The amount of stress that left’s my body is unbelievable,” 

she said. “I had pain every day. Just yesterday, I woke up 

and I had none, so that’s pretty remarkable. I feel it leaving 

my body.” 

Two generations ago, when Amar’s grandparents arrived in 

Toronto from Morocco, they, too, were aided by the Jewish 

community organizations that were there to help. 

“It just really goes to show you how the connection in the 

Jewish community is amazing and how the help there is 

also amazing,” she said.    

     

This article is an excerpt from the Jewish Independent 

newspaper. The entire article about the yearly ‘Choices’ 

event can be read in the Vancouver Jewish Independent 

newspaper October 30, 2020 or online at  

www.jewishindependent.ca  

`Connection’ 
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Why is so much of our prison population still 
subjected to conditions that could be consid-
ered torture under UN definitions?  

 
 
 
 
 
 

Robyn Urback 
 

Opinion 
 

S 
urely, it would be unrelenting, if not riot-in-the-
streets-type scandal if the Canadian government 
was actively torturing any demographic of citizens 

under its direct purview. It seems ridiculous to even con-
template: Privy Council staffers locked in rooms for days 
where the lights never go off; military personnel starved 
of basic human contact for days or weeks; park rangers 
deprived of medical assistance even in scenarios of acute 
physical or mental distress. 
 

It seems bizarre to even consider, because we think of 
park rangers and Privy Council staffers as inherently de-
serving of the same rights, freedoms and dignities as you 
or me.  
 

Under what circumstances could it possibly be justified to 
take Brenda from accounting and confine her to a tiny 
room for more than fifteen days? These are innocent, nor-
mal people, and the government of Canada should not be 
in the business of torturing innocent people.  
 

Yet, this view does not generally extend to Canada’s in-
mate population, whose convictions not only take away 
their freedoms—justifiably so, in most cases—but tend to 
deprive them of the empathy we might extend to any oth-
er group of people experiencing the same form of injus 

 
tice. And that is what they’re experiencing, according to a 
new report from criminologists Anthony Dobb and Jane 
Sprott. In fact, according to their findings, many prisoners 
in Canada are still being subjected to conditions that consti-
tute torture, despite more than a year of promising re-
forms.   
 

Professor Doob was appointed to oversee an expert panel 
to assess the implementation of structured intervention 
units (SIUs), which were introduced after the passing of Bill 
C-83 after a pair of court decisions that found the existing 
solitary confinement program unconstitutional. These new 
SIU’s were supposed to allow inmates at least four hours a 
day out of their cells—two of those hours for “meaningful 
human contact”—and last for a period of time not exceed-
ing fifteen days. But, according to Professor Doob and Pro-
fessor Sprott, nearly 10 percent of SIU placements in Cana-
da are still subject to conditions that could be considered 
torture under the United Nations’ standard Rules for the 
Treatment of Prisoners. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

The challenge for activists, lawyers, researchers and family 
members working on behalf of inmate population is to find 
a way to make regular people care. Prisoners after all, are 
an easy political target; Conservative Leader Erin O’Toole 
recently found a useful way to rile up supporters when 
Canadians learned that a small number of Covid-19 vac-
cines would be administered to medically vulnerable in-
mates. Professor Doob himself had difficulty getting the 
government that appointed him to take his inquiries seri-
ously. As Paul Wells reported in Maclean’s last August, the 
Correctional Service of Canada (CSC) gave no useable data 

Connection: We should All Care about Inmates’ Well-Being 

Conservative Leader Erin O’Toole  
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to Professor Doob and his panel despite months of peti-
tioning—including to Public Safety minister Bill Blair di-
rectly—until Professor Doob went public with his concerns 
and announced that he had no choice but to disband the 
panel. Shortly thereafter, the CSC began providing investi-
gators with their requested data. 
 

There are easy ways to shrug off Professor Doob’s torture 
claim for those who are inclined to do so: “some inmates 
are dangerous and have to be segregated.” If inmates 
don’t like being locked up, they shouldn’t have broken the 
law.” “Brenda from accounting didn’t kill anyone—that’s a 
ridiculous comparison.” All of which are fair points, but 
evening granting them, it still does not follow that 22 
hours—the UN’s guidelines on solitary—locked in a small 
cell for days or weeks is a reasonable solution to inmate 
problems, particularly when plenty of research shows the 
practice can cause psychosis, increased aggression, self-
harm and other serious mental health issues. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
There is little political impetus for meaningful reform just 
as long s the public remains disinterested in the issues. 
And appeals to empathy and loaded terminology such as 
“torture” are unconvincing when people just can’t see 
themselves in convicted murderers, drug dealers or rap-
ists. But there is a pragmatic case for doing away with the 
barbaric practice of solitary confinement—particularly in 
Canada, where we tend to release even enduringly dan-
gerous convicted murderers, drug dealers and rapists 
back into the general population (which is another issue 
altogether).  
 
 

Various studies have shown strong correlations between 
increased recidivism and time spent in prison isolation. Re-
search from Florida, for example, found that prisoners re-
leased from solitary confinement committed new violent 
crimes at a 20-per-cent higher rate than those of similar 
criminal backgrounds from the general prison population. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Data from Washington, Texas, Connecticut and some re-
search from Canada point to similar findings. Which all 
makes sense: How can we subject prisoners to torturous 
conditions—deprive them of human interaction, lock them 
up in boxes, shrug as a virus runs rampant throughout 
cramped facilities—and then expect them to reintegrate 
into our cities and neighbourhoods upon release? 
 
If regular Canadians can’t be persuaded to care about the 
effects of solitary confinement on prisoner’s welfare, per-
haps they can come around to caring about it for the sake 
of their own. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Reference: 
Toronto Globe & Mail—February  27, 2021. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

The staff of Out of Bounds make editorial decisions on matters of content. In no way does this suggest that Corrections Service of 
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the authors alone. 

An increase in crime follows increased time spent 
in isolation/segregation 

Segregation Unit—Atlantic Institution 
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‘Connection’ Quotes by GoodReads 
 

“You may say I'm a dreamer, but I'm not the only one. I hope someday you'll join us. And the world will live as one.” 

― John Lennon 

“A dream you dream alone is only a dream. A dream you dream together is reality.” 

― John Lennon 

“Do stuff. Be clenched, curious. Not waiting for inspiration's shove or society's kiss on your forehead. Pay attention. It's 

all about paying attention. Attention is vitality. It connects you with others. It makes you eager. Stay eager.” 

― Susan Sontag 

“We cultivate love when we allow our most vulnerable and powerful selves to be deeply seen and known, and when we 

honor the spiritual connection that grows from that offering with trust, respect, kindness and affection. 

 

Love is not something we give or get; it is something that we nurture and grow, a connection that can only be cultivated 

between two people when it exists within each one of them – we can only love others as much as we love ourselves. 

 

Shame, blame, disrespect, betrayal, and the withholding of affection damage the roots from which love grows. Love can 

only survive these injuries if they are acknowledged, healed and rare.” 

― Brené Brown, The Gifts of Imperfection 

“It is an absolute human certainty that no one can know his own beauty or perceive a sense of his own worth until it has 

been reflected back to him in the mirror of another loving, caring human being.” 

― John Joseph Powell, The Secret of Staying in Love 

“We cannot live only for ourselves. A thousand fibers connect us with our fellow men; and among those fibers, as sympa-

thetic threads, our actions run as causes, and they come back to us as effects.” 

― Herman Melville 

“Invisible threads are the strongest ties.” 

― Friedrich Nietzsche 

“I define connection as the energy that exists between people when they feel seen, heard, and valued; when they can 

give and receive without judgment; and when they derive sustenance and strength from the relationship.” 

― Brené Brown 

“We are like islands in the sea, separate on the surface but connected in the deep.” 

― William James 

“Spirituality is recognizing and celebrating that we are all inextricably connected to each other by a power greater than 

all of us, and that our connection to that power and to one another is grounded in love and compassion. Practicing spirit-

uality brings a sense of perspective, meaning and purpose to our lives.” 

― Brené Brown, The Gifts of Imperfection 

“It really boils down to this: that all life is interrelated. We are all caught in an inescapable network of mutuality, tired 

into a single garment of destiny. Whatever affects one destiny, affects all indirectly.”  

― Martin Luther King Jr. 

https://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/7261277
https://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/2912048
https://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/7261277
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Inspirational Moments 
‘Beginnings’ 

You and Me 

By Harry Sadd 

T he first connection you make is with your family. 

Scientists have said that this is the most important 

connection you will make, all others will fade into insignifi-

cance. What your parents do when you are a child is criti-

cal to your success in life. A loving yet structured existence 

will produce a well-rounded individual 99 per cent of the 

time. As you have no control over your parentage we will 

leave that and go on to other matters. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The first connections you make are at school. Your choice 

of companions will steer you in the many directions life 

offers. Will you be an athlete or perhaps an actor or sing-

er? These early forays into spheres of influence often lead 

to success in the future. The next great milestone comes 

in high school. When puberty arrives your interests shift in 

a dramatic fashion. Although still under parental control 

you begin to assert your independence. It is then that you 

make your first connections that are independent of your 

parents. Some of us will choose well and others will take 

the path that leads to risky or even criminal behavior. 

By the time we graduated from high school most of us have 

made the connections that will lead to success. Some of us 

will go onto university. It is there that we make entirely 

new connections. In a new city we make a new start and 

the friends that you make there will follow you the rest of 

your life. Those of us who have made antisocial contacts 

the next step is the prison system. There the contacts 

made are only semi-voluntary. Placed in a cell with another 

maybe not your choice of partner. To some extent the 

friends that we make here, though not the best of charac 

 

 

 

ters, will have a profound influence on you for the rest of 

your life. It has been said that jails are schools of crime and 

the results are startling. 

The other phase of life leads to marriage. How we connect 

with members of the opposite sex has profound influence 

on our life. A good marriage will lead to years of stability 

and the rich reward of children. Your connection with your 

children is crucial. As you walk the paths of life a happy and 

harmonious home leads to well-adjusted children. There is 

no greater connection than that of family. That is not to say 

that family life is all a bed of roses, but learning to get by 

the rough parts as well as the good will stand you in good 

stead for what life hands out. 
 

I’ve left the most important connection for last. Will you 

make a connection with God. Some of us were brought up 

in religious homes yet never made contact with God. For 

some of us it was a journey of discovery that opened up 

before us like a petal on a flower. Regardless of the meth-

od you will always find God knocking on your door. He will 

always knock for it is not in His nature to blast down the 

door. You have to make that final decision for yourself. As 

you walk this journey we call life there will be many oppor-

tunities to let Him in. Sometimes it is a particular time or 

place but more often it will be with someone else. That 

person who reaches out to touch you and enables God to 

come in. No matter what the circumstance you have to 

open the door. 

We lead strange lives. The connections that we make are 

crucial in our success or failure. Home life is important as it 

is the first encounter that we make in this life. As we grow 

older the friends that we make shape our lives, for good or 

ill. No matter what connections you have made there is 

always a path towards redemption. As God always stands 

there knocking at your door may you have the strength to 

respond.   

We lead strange lives. The connections that we make are 

crucial in our success or failure. 
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I magine being in a small segregation cell, and you are 

bleeding from slashing of your own wrists. A last ditch 

attempt to bring notice to an over extension on his stay in 

the solitary confinement. You try to stem the flow of 

blood but cannot do so by yourself. You reach out to the 

“panic” button provided to alert staff that you need im-

mediate medical help. However no help is coming, the 

button failed to alert the custodial staff, as it was de-

signed to do. You do the only thing you can, you scream 

for help. Other cells hear your cry and try to help in your 

desperate bid to gain some attention for your medical 

need, in vain. Tragically this is how Eddie Nalon died one 

fateful night August 10, 1974 inside a segregation cell. 

Howie Brown, (Eddie Nalon’s neighbor at Millhaven at the 

time) brought together a show of solidarity among the 

inmates on August 10, 1975. The one-year anniversary of 

the death of Eddie Nalon. Since then, It has now become 

an annual event held by inmates, family, and friends to 

commemorate all who have died an unnatural death in 

the prisons.  

On August 10th, the 24 hour period, has been recognized 

as a day that prisoners have set aside to remember those 

who have died unnatural deaths in prison in solidarity and 

unity to the memory of those who have died in prisons, 

(victims of murder, neglect, suicide and overdoses). It has 

also become a day that people in prison can do justice to 

the system that they are locked into by participating in 

work stoppages, fasting, attending memorial services and 

encouraging friends and family on the outside to organize 

demonstrations and vigils. This day also takes up the 

cause of prisoners’ resistance against oppressive condi-

tions and systems in prisons. Community organizations 

usually hold demonstration services and vigils in support 

of prisoners. August 10th is also a day to remember that 

while many people are sentenced to serve time in pris-

ons, no one in Canada is sent there to die. 

 
 

The prison system has undergone many changes over time, 

both good and bad. Another goal of Prisoners’ Justice Day, 

is to maintain or improve the rights and privileges that 

have been achieved over the years. It is always difficult 

losing privileges that have been in place for years. Having it 

taken away with a new policy or policies put into place. 

I personally have known a few people who have died in 

prison. The first person I knew, was experiencing an over-

dose. Tragically help didn’t come soon enough, and he 

died. He was a good person full of life and laughter, but 

tragically died way too young. Another person I know that 

died had committed suicide. I had just arrived to the unit, 

and he was helpful and kind. I got to know him for about a 

week until he started was slowly starving himself and iso-

lating himself in his room. CSC became involved after a 

time as they are required to, he was then put into 24 hour 

watch. Unfortunately even under watch he still managed 

to kill himself.  
 

Prisoners’ Justice Day is the day when prisoners and their 

support organizations emphasize publicity of the long list 

of demands. A general overview of what the list is: Aboli-

tion of the death penalty and inhumane (life) sentences, 

i.e. the 25-minimum for first-degree murder in Canada. 

Abolition of arbitrary measures used by prison staff and 

administrators. Recognition of prisoners’ human rights and 

dignity. Implementation of a means to hold all justice sys-

tem and personnel accountable. Creation of a more hu-

mane and positive environment in prisons while ultimately 

working towards prison abolition through restorative jus-

tice methods. 

In the final days of President Trump’s term the Depart-

ment of Justice in the U.S. put to death three federal in-

mates –Lisa Montgomery, Corey Johnson and Dustin Higgs. 

Mere days before President Biden took office. All happen-

ing with a Covid-19 outbreak at the prison. The Trump ad-

46 years of PJD (Prisoners’ Justice Day) 

By Lionel Patterson 

http://www.wordinfo.info/words/index/info/view_unit/558/?letter=C&spage=26
http://www.canadianprogressiveworld.com/tag/crime-bill-c-10/
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ministration is now responsible for the most federal execu-

tions ever undertaken during a presidential transition. 

Most likely an effort to say his administration was tough on 

crime. 

The death penalty, another form of unnatural death that 

occurs within some prison systems. In the above cases, 

these executions were put forward to show how tough 

that party is on crime. These executions seem prevalent 

when a certain political party comes into power. A display 

to convey that the party is hard on crime, and actively 

fighting to reduce crime. Even if no data verifies any reduc-

tion in crime whatsoever. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Prisoners can be set as political pawns in the world’s 

events. Canadian citizens Michael Kovrig, (a former diplo-

mat), and business man Michael Speaver were arrested by 

Chinese authorities without any substantive charges 

against them. Both are still in jail, and have been subject to 

repeated interrogations. Being subjected 24 hour periods 

of constant light, and other torments which are familiar to 

 inmates who have experienced the Chinese penal system. 

They are political prisoners arrested days after Meng Wan-

zhou was arrested here in British Columbia to be extradit-

ed to the United States on charges. The Michaels arrested 

in retaliation of Meng’s arrest. 

Prisoners’ Justice Day is about all injustices domestic and 

foreign, for all prisoners worldwide. Using prisoners as bar-

gaining chips is abhorrent, and shouldn’t happen, but some 

countries feel the need.  

Recently Daw Aung San Suu Kyi was elected as leader in 

Myanmar. However the military regime situated in Myan-

mar refuse to acknowledge her win. As a result the military 

power has overtaken the newly elected leadership and ar-

rested Suu Kyi on several charges. All this to keep the mili-

tary regime in power, totally ignoring the people’s wishes 

in election.  

Continuous abuses of power over the globe, not just in our 

own backyard. Prisoners Justice Day should be an interna-

tional event. Highlighting the injustices among the world’s 

prison systems. Displaying a continuous need to improve 

the rights and privileges.  

PJD is foremost a day of remembrance. Remembering 

those we have lost along the way, dying in prison unnatu-

rally. There are also the ones that die naturally as well, but 

being in prison brings an inferior kind of health care. There 

is a constant need to improve, especially now that there is 

an ever increasing aging population in our prison systems. 

With the aging population comes the extra need for other 

health care needs that comes with aging. 

For Prisoners’ Justice Day please observe it with us, as a 24 

hour fast period. Some people may choose to a work stop-

page that day, or may be compelled to use that money 

earned to donate a prisoner’s rights group, a charity or an-

other worthy cause. On August 10th help us in remem-

brance of those who have died. Please help us continue the 

fight against oppressive systems and conditions worldwide, 

and improve prisoner’s conditions and rights globally.  

PRISONER’S LEGAL 

SERVICES  

We can help you with your prison and parole issues that affect your 

liberty rights, such as segregation, disciplinary hearings, involuntary 

transfers, parole suspension, detention and sentence calculation. 

We also assist prisoners with human rights and health care issues.  

For assistance, please call the LEGAL SERVICES SOCIETY CALL CEN-

TER for a referral at  

Federal:  1-888-839-8889 

Provincial: 604-681-9736 

Once you have a referral, you can call Prisoner’s Legal Services di-

rectly at: 

Federal:  1-866-577-5245 

Provincial: 604-853-8712 

These are “common access numbers” that you can call with-

out having the number put on your authorized call list. If you 

don’t have a PIN, ask for an administrative call.  

Crime reduction? 

Remember August 10th.  Note it on your calendars! 
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R ecently a group of incarcerated residents, staff 

and community volunteers participated, via video 

connections, in a follow up to last year’s highly successful 

William Head Ethnocultural Festival - “Community Con-

nections”. Last year’s festival featured live cultural per-

formances, a speaker’s symposium, a Table Talk session 

with staff and William Head residents and a large multi-

cultural community meal that was for most, the highlight 

of the day. The long table, meal gathering and the re-

sulting conversations between the residents, staff, com-

munity volunteers and festival guests made this such an 

enjoyable moment. 

Due to COVID protocols a festival this year was out of the 

question. In its place a six session video series plan, con-

ceived of by WHI SPO, Cecilia Rossander and our valued 

community partner, Dr. Lisa Gunderson was presented to 

CSC Management. Approval was given to host this six ses-

sion series and a call for interest went out to the popula-

tion. 

The series was designed to have the residents, staff and 

community volunteers watch three movies, CRASH, The 

Masks You Live In and 20 Feet from Stardom. After each 

movie was viewed the participants from each group would 

then attend a session, via video, to discuss the movie and 

the issues that came about for each participant. Crash, for 

example, even though it was made and released in the ear-

ly 2000’s, seemed just as relevant today as it was then and 

in some ways even more so. Discussions in Dr. G’s Crash 

session focused on various social justice themes like equali-

ty and diversity, police/community interactions, cultural 

differences and positions of authority, poverty and wealth, 

education and systemic change to identify just some of the 

topics raised. Perhaps, surprisingly for most, was that the 

participants were inspired to share openly about not only 

how the movie impacted them, but to delve into personal 

past and present life experiences. 

In follow up to the Dr. G session for each film, Parker John-

son, a community advocate and activist for social change, 

Building Community 

A Six Part Video Connection Series: Sponsored by the WHI Ethnocultural Group 

By PWH  

http://www.wordinfo.info/words/index/info/view_unit/558/?letter=C&spage=26
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facilitated a session that modelled his popular community 

Table Talk concept. Table Talk is meant to bring about con-

versation literally around a table, sometimes while sharing 

of a meal, sometimes not, where challenges, concerns and 

possible social justice change initiatives are brought up that 

are being faced by so many today. For our group of resi-

dents the issues were many. Heavy discussion moved 

through themes of incarceration, addictions and mental 

health, to how we were raised as young children and how 

these messages have impacted us right into our adulthood. 

Other topics brought to light were the complications in our 

educational pasts, the hardening of our inability at times, to 

express ourselves emotionally and then on to the very real 

concerns and fears about being released back into the com-

munity, for some, after spending decades in the federal 

prison system. The movie, The Masks You Live In, was one 

film and resulting discussion that brought about particular 

vulnerabilities for the participants. (If you get a chance – 

Watch this Movie!). 

After the final session the residents that participated all 

agreed that further Table Talk’s with Parker and even the 

formation of a new discussion group would be of great 

benefit here at WHI. How to accomplish this in a frame-

work without the proper mental health and addiction sup-

ports is a challenge. The meetings the residents felt should 

not be about providing the mental health support so many 

incarcerated individuals are in need of, but rather to focus 

on the issues and vulnerabilities of concern and the needs 

of the residents that are struggling as father’s, brother’s, 

son’s, and husband’s while remaining incarcerated, with 

the eventuality of being released back into a society that is 

changing, on so many fronts, as rapidly as it is today. 

A three-pronged approach has been discussed by the resi-

dents here at WHI in order to address the need for more 

discussion centered groups. First, we hope to have Parker, 

once a month, deliver a Table Talk session that residents 

can move in and out of as they arrive and back fill spots for 

those that are released. Second, the introduction of a cou-

ple of groups like our pre-COVID planned “Usual Skeptics 

Philosopher’s Café” group, that looks to build critical think-

ing and conversation skills and the newly planned “Think 

Tank” group, born out of the highly successful Inside/Out 

University Course, that seeks to discuss larger systemic and 

societal issues focused on big picture solutions and change. 

Finally, another group that specifically builds upon this re-

cent series of movies and discussions has been pitched as 

an eight to ten session group course with readings (books 

and/or excerpts) and new movies to view. Our hope is that 

this type of approach, driven by the residents for the resi-

dents will help to overcome some of the concerns and vul-

nerabilities regarding pre-release planning and eventual 

release into the community while increasing the issues of 

equality and diversity as key mindsets and actions for mov-

ing forward into our new communities. 

In closing, our 2021 diversity and discussion series has 

been a huge success here at William Head. It is the hope of 

the residents that participated that COVID will be for the 

most part behind us by 2022 and we can begin to return to 

an in-person model that will include another Ethnocultural 

Festival. If however, there is still a hold on festival like 

events, the groups above can and hopefully will be running 

via community video connections. There is no doubt that 

this year’s model of delivery achieved the goal of 

“BUILDING COMMUNITY”. 
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C onnections are commonplace in the work of a 
librarian, yet I will never tire of creating them. 

Public librarians serve the community and have the op-
portunity to meet a variety of people. Academic librari-
ans often conduct specialized research and build con-
nections with patrons as is necessary to meet their re-
search needs. Librarians who work in special libraries, 
or libraries that serve in a focused environment, can 
make connections in a range of ways. I have worked by 
serving my clients virtually, and most recently, I serve 
the inmate population at William Head Institution. I like 
to think of connections in this context in two ways:  

1) connecting patrons with information sources and;  

2) learning about the context of the request to ensure 
the information provided is satisfactory. I like to 
build connections by trying to remember a little of 

this context for future use. For example, if I know 
an inmate enjoys reading a particular style of 
book, I will let them know personally if we receive 

a donation or add an item to our collection that I 
believe might be of interest to them.  

I pursued librarianship as a career because I fundamen-
tally believe in serving diverse communities and provid-
ing access to information. In a world where information 

is ubiquitous, it is essential that people are able to access 
information from a trusted source. In my opinion, the 
modern library is equally as valuable for its collection as  

 

 

 

well as being a shared space where people can gather. 
Although admittedly, in the middle of a global pandemic 
the latter is less of a function of the library. The library 
at William Head Institution (WHI) is an excellent exam-
ple of this. With nearly 30, 000 books and magazines 
within our collection, the Library functions as a place 
that the population can go for leisure, legal research, and 
to learn more about their eventual reintegration into 
society. As a librarian for Correctional Service Canada, I 
receive broad requests for information. I work with indi-
viduals to help them with their goals, whether it be earn-
ing a new skill or finding the latest novel by their favour-
ite author.  

 

 

 

 
 

Whether I am doing readers’ advisory, retrieving case 

law, or collection management, I think about the connec-
tions of the inmate population here at William Head In-
stitution. As a minimum-security institution, I wanted to 
update some of the collection to ensure we had appro-
priate books to help to transition and reintegrate in-

mates as law-abiding citizens. Through requests from 
the inmates, I was able to ascertain that the inmate pop-

Connecting to What is Current:  

‘Forming Connections as a Prison Librarian’ 

by Colleen Savage 

William Head Library 

http://www.wordinfo.info/words/index/info/view_unit/558/?letter=C&spage=26
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ulation here deal with a variety of obstacles. From re-
sources on subjects such as intergenerational trauma to 

learning how to write a resume in 2021, the library 
works to supplement the correctional plans and pro-
grams here. Inmates are not allowed to have access to 
the internet for security reasons, so as the librarian I 
work to try to get pertinent information to inmates in a 
timely manner. Inmates also have varying educational 
levels, languages, and interests so it is important that 
our collection reflect their diversity.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Working at the William Head Library has been one of 
the most rewarding experiences I have had in my pro-
fessional life. I can tangibly see the difference the library 
makes in the lives of incarcerated individuals. There are 
regular visitors to the library that come in on a daily ba-
sis and others stop in on occasion. Other connections 
may not be as perceptible. People may build connections 
to the author of a memoir or to a character in a fictional 
novel. I also hope to provide the inmate population with 
a positive experience at the William Head Library, so 
that they can make the connection that public libraries 
are very valuable once they reintegrate into society. 
Public libraries are adapting to trends, and I am sure 

they would be an asset to anyone who has been released 
as a resource to learn about emerging technologies, to 

meet others, and to learn about their community.  

In the future, I would love to work towards forming 
more connections with law librarians and legal associa-
tions in Canada. Prison libraries are at a unique intersec-

tion, which can be found somewhere along the spectrum 
between a law library and a public library. Having cur-
rent awareness of librarianship and correctional librar-

ies both nationally and internationally will help to refine 
our services.  

I have the privilege of meeting with other CSC librarians 
on a regular basis to discuss strategies and best practic-
es for our library services. I find it inspiring to hear their 

ideas and creative solutions to situations that arise. We 
also share resources whenever possible. I would also 

like to try to initiate a connection with inmates who do 
not frequent the library. I would like to learn their per-

spective to hear what could be modified or added to the 
library to make it useful to those individuals. Ultimately, 
not everyone has an interest in books or documentaries, 
but I am confident that with some creative thinking I 
could work to enhance the library’s collection to make it 
appropriate for all inmates.  

Lastly, I hope that my work as a prison librarian helps to 
bridge the gap between the time passed since an in-
mate’s offense to today. I have had several inmates ask 
me what it is like to live in society in the time of COVID-
19, what types of job postings I see most frequently, and 

what public libraries are like today. These topics are 
those that some of us may take for granted, however, 
these conversations help inmates to have a better un-
derstanding of life in 2021 on the outside so that they 
are able to ease their transition back into society. I feel 
fortunate that I am in the position to be able to build 
these connections and answer their questions. The 
openness of the inmates has helped me to understand 
their interests and objectives for their futures, and in 
turn, I hope that I can help to make incremental changes 
to the library collection to give the inmates the autono-
my to engage with the library resources and explore 
their interests.   

One of the  realities of  the library in 2020-21 
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Happy 150th British Columbia 

By Lionel Patterson 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A  little less known fact about me. I was born in Ab-

botsford, BC in 1971. Why is that important you 
may ask? Well, as one of the many born that year, I was 
sent congratulations for being born in the province’s 
100 birthday from the Premier of the British Columbia. 
Granted I was not alone in having my birth year the 
same year as the provinces centennial. Nevertheless, it 
did remind me this year, not that I am aging rapidly, 
but that this very year is when British Columbia turns 
150.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

How British Columbia came into the dominion is inter-
esting. Its lands were vitally important, as the Canadian 

government was seeking Pacific coastal ports and an 
extension to the rail system. British Columbia joined 

the Confederation of Canada on July 20, 1871, as its 
sixth province. The province was only around 60,000 
people. British Columbia only wanted to join the Do-
minion of Canada, on the condition that the province be 
connected to central Canada by railroad, and that Cana-

da promised to pay off British Columbia’s debts. They 
wanted the Pacific Coast railroad built within a decade 
if the colony would join the Union. Unfortunately the 

completion of the Canadian Pacific Railway would be 

delayed by five years, however, due to funding difficul-

ties and political scandal. Delays in construction an-
gered provincial leaders, who at times threatened se-
cession, but in 1886, finally the first trains reached the 
west coast. The location of the western terminal be-
came the city of Vancouver.  

British Columbia hold many special unique moments 
for me over the years. I have experienced many great 

events that I will cherish. My early childhood memories 
have Playland and the PNE (Pacific National Exhibi-
tion.) Those enjoyable rides, the fun games, delectable 
foods, and I spent many of hours inside the video ar-
cade. 

In 1986 my family had season’s tickets to Expo 86. We 
went as many times as we could, and took in this spe-
cial event for the time it was here. There were a great 
deal of exhibits, rides, and a unique look around the 
world in this Expo event. I loved seeing the robot Expo 
Ernie, the mascot for the Expo. 

In 2010 I had the fortune to attend a couple of hockey 
games for the 2010 Winter Olympics. It felt wonderful to 
be a part of the Winter Olympics and Winter Special 
Olympics. I also spent many hours watching TV cover-
age of these games that we held here in British Colum-
bia. 

I’ve also got to see various influencing people here in 
British Columbia. In elementary school I remember as a 
school seing Rick Hansen, as he made his way by our 
part of his Canada tour. 

My family and extended family all got to see Pope John 
Paul II while he was doing his tour. It was amazing the 
amount of people who were there. 

I have also gone to many concerts that were held here 
over the years. The most memorable concerts being Sha-
nia Twain, Lionel Richie, Maria Carey, Bare Naked La-
dies, as well as many others that I attended while at the 
PNE grounds which I thoroughly enjoyed. 

These special times, and moments spent with friends 
and family, are what I think of when I think of British 
Columbia. This is my way to giving a grateful thanks to 
this province for these many memories, my own person-

al connection to Beautiful British Columbia. Happy 
150th birthday, British Columbia.   

British Columbia Provincial Flag 

Coat of Arms 

Legislative Building, Victoria 
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Mental Health—The Importance  

of  

Human ‘Connection’ 
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The importance of human connection 
 

Posted on October 17, 2019 

 

W hat do you do from day to day to care for your-

self? Most would say that to be healthy, you need nutri-

tious food and exercise. 
 

But what about your social connections? 
 

Research shows us that loneliness is on the rise, and that a 

lack of human connection can be more harmful to your 

health than obesity, smoking and high blood pressure.[1] 
 

In today’s age, we live busy lives, trying to strike a balance 

between work, school, hobbies, self-care and more. Often, 

our social connections fall by the wayside. But connecting 

with others is more important than you might think. Social 

connection can lower anxiety and depression, help us reg-

ulate our emotions, lead to higher self-esteem and empa-

thy, and actually improve our immune systems. By ne-

glecting our need to connect, we put our health at risk. 
 

The reality is that we’re living in a time of true disconnec-

tion. While technology seems to connect us more than 

ever, the screens around us disconnect us from nature,  

 

 

from ourselves, and from others. Wi-Fi alone isn’t enough  

to fulfill our social needs – we need face-to-face interaction 

to thrive. Technology should be enhancing our connection 

to others, not replacing it. 

 

Our inherent need for human connection doesn’t mean 

that every introvert must become a social butterfly. Having 

human connection can look different for each person. And 

if you’re not sure where to start in finding meaningful con-

nection, that’s okay. 

 

Here are some ideas to help you out: 
 

   Join a new club, or try out a group activity 

   Reach out to an old friend you’ve lost touch with 

   Volunteer for a cause you care about 

   Eat lunch in a communal space 

   Introduce yourself to your neighbours 

   Ask someone for help when you need it 

   Do a random act of kindness 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

If you’re feeling lonely, know you’re not the only one. And 

that you don’t have to live in isolation. We live in a world 

with over seven billion people, and we all need connection. 

 

References: 

1] https://science.sciencemag.org/content/241/4865/540 
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Social ‘connection’ improves health, well-being,  

and longevity. 

 

Posted Aug 26, 2012 
 

 

W e all know the basics of health 101: eat your veg-

gies, go to the gym and get proper rest. But how many of 

us know that social connection is as important? Social 

connection improves physical health and psychological 

wellbeing. 
 

One telling study showed that lack of social connection is 

a greater detriment to health than obesity, smoking and 

high blood pressure. On the flip side, strong social connec-

tion leads to a 50% increased chance of longevity. Social 

connection strengthens our immune system (research by 

Steve Cole shows that genes impacted by social connec-

tion also code for immune function and inflammation), 

helps us recover from disease faster, and may even 

lengthen our life. People who feel more connected to oth-

ers have lower rates of anxiety and depression. Moreover, 

studies show they also have higher self-esteem, are more 

empathic to others, more trusting and cooperative and, as 

a consequence, others are more open to trusting and co-

operating with them. Social connectedness therefore gen-

erates a positive feedback loop of social, emotional and 

physical well-being. Unfortunately, the opposite is also 

true for those who lack social connectedness. Low social 

connection has been generally associated with declines in 

physical and psychological health as well as a higher pro-

pensity to antisocial behavior that leads to further isola-

tion. 

Despite its clear importance for health and survival, socio-

logical research suggests that social connectedness is wan-

ing at an alarming rate in the US. A revealing sociological 

study showed that the modal number of close confidantes 

(i.e., people with whom one feels comfortable sharing a 

personal problem) Americans claimed to have in 1985 was 

only three. In 2004, it dropped to one, with 25% of Ameri-

cans saying that they have no one to confide in. This survey 

suggests that one in four people that we meet may have no 

one they call a close friend! 

 

This decline in social connectedness may explain reported 

increases in loneliness, isolation, and alienation and may 

be why studies are finding that loneliness represents one 

of the leading reasons people seek psychological counsel-

ing. Those who are not socially connected are more vulner-

able to anxiety, depression, antisocial behavior, and even 

suicidal behaviors, which tend to further increase their iso-

lation. Most poignantly, a landmark survey showed that 

lack of social connectedness predicts vulnerability to dis-

ease and death above and beyond traditional risk factors 

such as smoking, blood pressure, and physical activity! Eat 

your greens and exercise, yes, but don't forget to connect. 

 
Brene Brown, Professor at the University of Houston Grad-

uate College of Social Work, specializes in social connec-

tion. In an interview, she told me: “A deep sense of love 

and belonging is an irresistible need of all people. We are 

biologically, cognitively, physically, and spiritually wired to 

love, to be loved, and to belong. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

When those needs are not met, we don't function as we 

were meant to. We break. We fall apart. We numb. We 

ache. We hurt others. We get sick.” We are profoundly so-

Social connection, if you ask me are only for the birds,  

not jailbirds.  

Mental Health—‘Connect To Thrive’ 

http://www.wordinfo.info/words/index/info/view_unit/558/?letter=C&spage=26
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cial creatures. We may think we want money, power, fame, 

beauty, eternal youth or a new car, but at the root of most 

of these desires is a need to belong, to be accepted, to con-

nect with others, to be loved. We pride ourselves on our 

independence, on pulling ourselves up by our own boot-

straps, having a successful career and above all not de-

pending on anyone. But, as psychologists from Maslow to 

Baumeister have repeatedly stressed, the truth of the 

matter is that a sense of social connection is one of our 

fundamental human needs. 

 

For those who doubt, just think of the sting of rejection. A 

brain imaging study led by Ethan Kross at the University of 

Michigan suggests that the same parts of the brain are acti-

vated during social rejection as during physical pain. Anoth-

er recent study lead by Shelley Taylor at the University of 

California Los Angeles suggests that stress due to conflict in 

relationships leads to increased inflammation levels in the 

body. Both physically and psychologically, we experience 

social connection as positive and rejection or loneliness as 

negative. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you shy? Is it hard for you to meet people? Rest your 

worries. The most interesting fact about connection is that 

it has nothing to do with the number of friends you have 

on Facebook or the amount of community groups to which 

you belong. If you're a loner or an introvert, you can still 

reap the benefits. How is that possible? A sense of connec-

tion is internal: Researchers agree that the benefits of con-

nection are actually linked to your subjective sense of con-

nection. In other words, if you feel connected to others on 

the inside, you reap the benefits thereof! That is good 

news. While many of us cannot always control the number 

of friends we have, one thing we can take responsibility for 

is the state of our mind. Ever felt lonely in a crowd or a 

group of your own acquaintances? In the same way, it is 

possible to feel connected in a group of strangers. We can 

foster, nurture and build our internal sense of connection. 

It just takes a little courage and a spirit of adventure. In the 

next series of posts (updated weekly) I’ll be exploring sci-

ence-based ways in which we can increase our social con-

nection to others. 

 

 

For more on how to boost your happiness and success, 

check out her book ‘The Happiness Track’:  

http://www.emmaseppala.com/book 

 

 

 

 

 

Looking  for a connection? 

Brain Imaging Scan 
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WILLIAM HEAD ON STAGE ADAPTS 

Celebrating 40 Years and 60  

Performances in Prison Theatre 

(1981 ~ 2021) 
 
By Paul H. (WHoS Chairman) 

 

S ince 1981, William Head on Stage (WHoS) has been 

delivering publically attended, LIVE ‘In-Prison Theatre’ 

across a wide array of genres and theatrical productions. 

In 2020, like the rest of the world, COVID necessitated the 

cancellation of our workshop series and our annually 

scheduled Fall production run. For those of you that are 

not familiar with WHoS we offer the only publically 

attended Prison Theatre - anywhere. The residents attend 

workshops and production development groups from 

February to June. Then after themes and a variety of pos-

sible production concepts have been established in these 

workshops, and a committed group of residents have be-

come comfortable with the process, June begins the real 

work on devising and bringing to life the annual produc-

tion. The residents, along with a group of highly dedicated 

local theatre professionals and volunteers, write story 

lines, scripts and characters, prepare to act and play mu-

sic, all while delivering on a fully developed set design and 

build that transforms our gymnasium into a very real 160 

seat theatre. There are technical lighting and sound work-

shops along with opportunities to assist with the accom-

panying detailed plans. 
 

Throughout our storied history, the end result of this 

eight month series of workshops and production develop-

ment groups has been, a fifteen night run of the live 

show, delivered on weekends throughout October and 

early November. The length of the production run has 

varied across our history, but over the past decade has 

remained fairly consistent across five or six weekends and 

fifteen shows. The gymnasium/theatre can be set up with 

a more traditional design where the stage is at the front 

or, as with Last year’s production of The Emerald City Pro-

ject, built out as a theatre in the round. The seats are 

filled with members of the public that purchase tickets 

and come into a federal institution for a night of comedy, 

tragedy, shadow choreography, music, you name it WHoS 

has delivered. Productions have run the gambit from tra-

ditional scripts like Macbeth and One Flew over the Cuck-

oo’s Nest to adaptations of The Hobbit and Dracula. Most 

of the productions across WHoS’ forty year history have 

been self-devised plays with titles such as Time Waits for 

No One, The Crossroads: A Prison Cabaret or The Emerald 

City Project. 
 

In early 2020 when it finally was determined that due to 

COVID there was no way we would be able to host our Fall 

production, which was to be our 60th, WHoS didn’t flinch. 

Together with the tremendous support and collaborative 

relationship with our outside team of professionals and 

volunteers (SNAFU) we pitched a Radio-esque production 

concept to the WHI management. This would mean re-

cording a fully broadcast-able production inside a federal 

institution…usually a non-starter. Management however, 

agreed and with the support of our SPO’s, we were off and 

running in the time of COVID. 
 

After reviewing three previously released, open source, 

broadcast scripts, a small group of residents (COVID Proto-

col limitations in place), over nearly five months gathered 

both while it was allowed in person and then via video with 

various community professionals to create, prepare and 

record the production, “Northern Lights”, originally broad-

cast in 1949 via CBC radio. Through March and April of 

2021 the outside team has been working incredibly hard at 

editing all the various recordings into a cohesive produc-

tion. The final broadcast package will include not only the 

Northern Lights re-created production, but a variety of cast 

and volunteer interviews with, along with a variety of read-

ings of creative writing that were done in support of the 

script by the WHoS Creative Exchange artists (see below), 

and other recording out-takes. This four episode podcast 

package will be released on a variety of social media 

platforms, from the WHoS website and Facebook, to Apple 

iTunes and Spotify. One of the greatest new relationships 

throughout this process has been that of the developing 

University of Victoria Student Radio Station (101.9 here on 

the island) and William Head on Stage. In true community 

partnership, the UVIC Radio Station heard about the pro-

duction and offered to run an episode a week for the full 

four week run during one of their evening time slots – days 

and times are still to be set. This is a first for WHoS and 

UVIC! We are all grateful to the radio station for their inter-

est and support. 
 

Northern Lights is our 60th production. This adaptation of 

a 1949 radio broadcast which deals with time and inter-

dimensional travel, has helped WHoS get through the 

COVID downturn and has demonstrated great resiliency by 

http://www.wordinfo.info/words/index/info/view_unit/558/?letter=C&spage=26
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all those involved. Special thanks must go out to all the 

dedicated residents, theatre professionals, community 

volunteers and WHI SPO’s that have gone above and be-

yond in support of this project. SNAFU has been a valued 

WHoS partner in productions spanning the last decade. As 

their artistic lives were put on hold due to the pandemic, 

they readily jumped in again in their continuing and unwa-

vering support of WHoS to help the residents here at Wil-

liam Head. Words cannot express our gratitude! 
 

On top of producing the Northern Lights podcast, WHoS, 

along with many of the same professionals and volunteers 

from the community, adapted even further. In losing our 

creative outlets due to COVID, from our workshop series 

and in-person production development sessions we estab-

lished the first ever, WHoS Creative Art Exchange. This 

project saw a variety of residents register to participate in 

a bi-weekly, six part series of visual art and creative 

writing. Inspirational prompts were sent by the series 

moderator to each resident and community volunteer par-

ticipant. Over a two week span each individual would 

write, paint, sketch, collage, or whatever form of artistic 

expression they chose to use to share their creative take 

on the inspiration. The residents work is then scanned by 

our SPO and sent to the outside team. The outside artists 

work is sent into the institution via email and printed here 

in full colour. All of the work shared by both inside and 

outside artists is then reviewed and comments by each 

participant is then emailed and shared with each artist. 

We ran the first series that began in August 2020. It was so 

well received that we ran series number two that began in 

November and are currently in the middle of series num-

ber three. The sheer variety and creativity by both inside 

and outside artists, visually and through the written word, 

has been nothing short of incredible. This WHoS Creative 

Art Exchange has helped the WHoS network of community 

connections to remain strong and even develop to new 

heights during this global pandemic. 
 

Finally we must update you on what’s next. WHoS is about 

to set out upon yet another first… another new journey. 

The 2021 LIVE in-person publically attended season, we 

have been informed, has also been cancelled due to 

COVID. In preparation for this possibility we had already 

been preparing with some creative ideas, given this is our 

40th Anniversary year and such a significant milestone. 

The plan is to make three short films; one stop motion, 

one shadow choreography and one indigenous/diversity 

drumming/musical theme with narrative. There will be 

video development workshops beginning in May, lighting 

and technical development workshops yet to be sched-

uled, and then in August and September, filming. Overall 

the plan is to put together a 30 minute package. Each 

short film will run between five and seven minutes and 

then other add-ons, like interviews and musical score will 

be shared. The hope is to secure a kind of pop-up gallery 

where WHoS along with our community partner SNAFU, 

can display the art and writing that comes about through 

the creative development of this series and to have, COVID 

distanced seating, in small groups, for the release and 

viewing of the produced film package. We foresee these 

films being released on a variety of social media platforms 

as well, if all approvals are received post production. 

 

There is no doubt that it has been a challenging year for us 

all, some institutions have had much more difficult times 

than others to be sure and our thought go out to you all. 

Here at William Head, WHoS has kept many of the resi-

dents busy and in the creative spirit. And, as with each pro-

duction over our long history we have kept our legacy of 

community support and charity alive in the time of COVID 

through projects such as making masks and delivering a 

$500 donation as the pandemic hit for our valued partners 

at the Mustard Seed, as they work hard to bring support to 

our homeless and less fortunate populations in the Greater 

Victoria Area. Our 40th Anniversary shirt proceeds will be 

going toward the United Way’s Blue Love Campaign for 

Mental Health and in lieu of ticket sales, of which we usual-

ly donate 10% to a different social cause each year, we are 

suggesting our Northern Lights Podcast listeners can do-

nate to the Fill a Dream Foundation here in Victoria that 

helps children and their families through a variety of seri-

ous health challenges. This summer production will begin 

on a 40th Anniversary Coffee Table Book that will be pro-

duced in time for the holiday season sales which will also 

see the proceeds go toward the Fill a Dream Foundation. 

William Head on Stage continues to grow through creative 

initiatives through the residents so if you path brings you 

this way we hope you are inspired to become a part of this 

now forty year legacy of Community. Peace, Equality and 

Hope. 

 

See next page for list of: 
 

40 Years of WHoS Theatrical Productions 

http://www.wordinfo.info/words/index/info/view_unit/558/?letter=C&spage=26
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40 Years of WHoS Theatrical Productions 

 Spring 1981: The Birthday Party      Fall 1981: Dracula 

 Spring 1982: The Knight of the Burning Pestle    Fall 1982: Ten Little Indians 

 Spring 1983: MacBeth      Fall 1983: One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest 

 Spring 1984: The Paper Cage     Fall 1984: Stalag 17 

 Spring 1985: Fools      Fall 1985: Born Yesterday 

 Spring 1986: Wait Until Dark     Fall 1986: The Dancing Mice 

 Spring 1987: See How They Run     Fall 1987: The Mad Dog Blues 

 Spring 1988: Don’t Drink the Water     Fall 1988: Curse of the Starving Class 

 Spring 1989: Hamlet II      Fall 1989: My Three Angels 

 Spring 1990: The Odd Couple     Fall 1990: Rosencratz and Guildenstern are Dead 

 Spring 1991: The Stranger     Fall 1992: Beyond Mozambique & Left Over Crumbs 

 Spring 1993: Fathers      Fall 1993: The Boys Next Door 

 Spring 1994: Marat Sade      Fall 1994: Right Bed, Wrong Husband 

 Spring 1995: The Bacchae     Fall 1995: Amateurs  

 Spring 1996: No Exit & Endgame     Fall 1996: Our Country’s Good 

 Spring 1997: Mr. 80%      Fall 1997: Bathroom Humor 

 Spring 1998: Ripe Conditions     Fall 1998: One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest 

 Spring 1999: Andromeda & the Waiting Room    all 1999: Three Penny Opera 

 Spring 2000: No Room For Love     Fall 2000: Criminals In Love 

 Fall 2001: The Playboy of the Western World    Spring 2002: The Cage & The Telltale Heart 

 Fall 2003: The Elephant Man     Fall 2004: The Firebugs 

 Fall 2005: Autobahn      Fall 2006: MacBeth 

 Spring 2008: Waiting for Godot     Fall 2008: Animal Farm 

 Fall 2009: Frankenstein in Oblivion     Fall 2010: Chalk 

 Fall 2011: Gormenghast      Fall 2013: Fractured Fables the Prison Puppet Project 

 Fall 2014: Time Waits for No One     Fall 2015: Here: A Captive Odyssey 

 Fall 2016: Giants Rising      Fall 2017: Antigone 

 Fall 2018: The Crossroads: A Prison Cabaret    Fall 2019: The Emerald City Project 

  

40th Anniversary 

1981 - 2021 

Our 40th Anniversary Shirts are now available. You can order online at the URL below. If 

you are still incarcerated perhaps you have someone on the outside that can get one for 

you. 

 

http://williamhead.deco-apparel.com/  
 

There are Short and Long Sleeve shirts available. The front left chest art is a Peace sign 

celebrating our 40th on the top half of the outer circle and our core values of; Community, 

Peace, Equality and Hope on the bottom half. The full back art piece lists all 60 WHoS 

Productions across our forty year history. 

 

$2.50 from each shirt sold will be donated to the United Way’s BLUE LOVE Campaign 

for Mental Health. This is a great cause and if you do not get a shirt you can still donate 

direct at the United Way’s Blue Love website. 

http://williamhead.deco-apparel.com/
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Once Upon a Dream 

By Lionel Patterson 

 

 

 

 

Once upon a dream 

There was just you and me 

Not afraid to touch and breathe 

All happy as can be 

 

In my mind it wasn’t true 

I couldn’t really be with you 

Awoken, my dream now through 

Wishing my dream begins anew 

 

Over a year of this great divide 

Without you by my side 

Fears of Covid growing inside 

Racial tensions of the world collide 

 

I really do miss you much 

Your hugs, your kisses your touch 

Social distance, cleaning measures and such 

This craze old world driving me nutz 

 

It’s you that I’d love to see 

To feel and touch, you that I need 

I wish this pandemic would just leave 

Maybe, just maybe once upon a dream 
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Connection: Together 

 

 

 
 

 
Let us walk with hope from dawn 

till setting sun. 
A walk in which the toils and problems 

Of the day will easier be, 
Knowing that hope is connecting us 

with a healthy strength to renew our 
spirits from day to day. 

A day in which the brighter things 
Of life do grow. 

Grow so that the things we do and say 
Come from positive thinking 

That lifts us above 
The negative outlook on life. 

And gives to us the realization  
That there is a connection of caring 
And sharing the good news that we 

can feel balanced and connected 
To our self and each other. 

Being connected with others 
That need to know the fullness of life. 

A fullness that comes from a strong 
Need to share a purpose that makes life 

Real, meaningful and whole. 
 

As we open our hearts and take 
healthy risks, there is a connection 

for positive opportunities that  
gives us strength to pursue the 

meaningful wonders in life 
for which we were created. 

As we all sail on the sea of life, 
No matter what storms come upon us, 

We can all rest with assurance 
Knowing we can all be safe together.  

 

 

                           Craig Munro 
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I Wish You Enough! 
Recently I overheard a father and daughter in their last moments together at the airport. They had announced their de-
parture. Standing near the security gate, they hugged and the father said, “I love you, and ‘I wish you enough.’”  
 
They kissed and the daughter left. The father walked over to the window where I was seated. Standing there, I could see 
he wanted and needed to cry. I tried not to intrude on his privacy, but he welcomed me by asking, “Did you ever say 
goodbye to someone knowing it would be forever?”  
 
“Yes, I have,” I replied. “Forgive me for asking, but why is this a forever goodbye?” “I am old, and she lives so far away. I 
have challenges ahead and the reality is—the next trip back will be for my funeral,” he said. 
 
“When you were saying goodbye, I heard you say, “I wish you enough.’ May I ask what that means?” 
 
He began to smile. “That is a wish that has been handed down from other generations. My parents used to say it to eve-
ryone…” he remembered it in detail, and he smiled even more. “When we said, ‘I wish you enough’, we wanted the oth-
er person to have life filled with enough good things to sustain them. Then, turning towards me, he shared the following 
as if he were reciting it from memory.  
 
“I wish you enough sun to keep your attitude bright no matter how gray the day may appear.  
 
I wish you enough rain to appreciate the sun even more. 
 
I wish you enough happiness to keep your spirit alive and everlasting. 
 
I wish you enough pain so that even the smallest joys in life may appear bigger. 
 
I wish you enough gain to satisfy your wanting. 
 
I wish you enough loss to appreciate all that you possess. 
 
I wish you enough hellos to get you through the final goodbye.” 
 
He then began to cry and walked away. They say it takes a minute to find a special person, an hour to appreciate them, 
a day to love them; but then an entire life to forget them! 
 

To all my friends, and loves ones “I wish you enough!” 

This was sent to us from an inmate in the Saskatchewan Pen and is a wonderful example of ‘Connection’.  
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By Roy Aney 

C ensorship is commonly understood to be an exter-

nally imposed constraint upon individual expression 

such as Dad telling Junior to shut up, the Ayatollah Kho-

meini crying for the death of Salman Rushdie, and the leg-

islation that keeps foreign-made hate literature and vio-

lent pornography from entering our country. (Additionally, 

sometimes CSC censors inmate articles). In contrast, re-

pression is an internally imposed constraint upon one’s 

own thought or feeling  or (actions) such as denying to 

oneself the desire for sex with a family member, the urge 

to punch Father in the face, or the impulse to urinate on 

the preacher’s shoe. Censorship and repression both ex-

clude something from consciousness. 

Censorship is a necessary result of man’s obsessive urge 

for order and his need to know. Chaos must be censored, 

and the irrational repressed if order is to rule. Art must 

imitate nature in a recognizable way, and literature must 

have a beginning, a middle, and an end. Unexplored terri-

tory must be charted and the wild must be tamed. Man, it 

seems cannot bear the disorder of not knowing. 

In the life of the uneducated child, however, censorship is 

a necessary evil. Even the gentlest and most caring of 

homes is full of dangerous unknowns. There are stairs to 

fall down, hot stuff to be pulled off stoves, and doorways 

to be wandered through. Once outside, an innocent wan-

derer faces innumerable dangers. Even the finest of neigh-

bourhoods has hostile corners, dark alleyways, and peri-

lous streets. If children are to be safe in a threatening 

world, parents must set limits on the expression of a 

child’s nature to explore every nook and cranny, to touch 

everything, and to ingest whatever it can fit into its mouth. 

In this world of real physical danger, parent and child alike 

must pay special attention to fear. 

As a matter of necessity adults watch over children. Par-

ents must impose a safe order upon the dangerous disor-

der of childhood. However, parents are people too. This 

means that Mom and Dad, who always know less than  

 

everything, occasionally put their own interests first, and 

occasionally heed their own irrational fears. When paren-

tal “don’ts” is severely exceed parental “dos”, “watching 

over” becomes surveillance, cautionary guidance becomes 

repressive interference, and parent and child become ene-

mies. 
 

If Tom and Jenny are told never to play with Moishe, San-

jeev, or the Twists’ kid, Oliver, if curious Charlie is told not 

to look, not to point, and that good boys and girls should 

be seen and not heard. If four-year old crying laughing Jen-

ny is continually ordered, “Don’t do that, don’t be such a 

child”. If Mom too often stops Sally and Johny and Jimmy 

form touching one another’s genitals in the tub, if Dad 

shouts, “Don’t you dare raise your voice to me, Billy.” punc-

tuating his commands with punches. If parents often prom-

ise and sometimes deliver a visit from the bogey-man when 

Vern doesn’t do as he’s told – then Mom and Dad may be 

producing little citizens best suited for employment at Ar-

gentinian soccer stadiums or on local Censorship Boards. 

Such children are not allowed to find their own answers. 

They are not allowed to know themselves or to have voices 

of their own. If these children are not empowered to act 

openly they become devious. They internalize a world of 

negatively-ordered safety. Rather than knowing the securi-

ty of self-reliance, these children harbour an insecurity 

born of helplessness and powerlessness. They know how to 

survive only by resorting to the prescriptions of a moral 

and psychic order built on brittle “don’ts”. Such children 

order rather than ask, take, assert, repress rather than feel 

and censor rather than tolerate. 

In turn, the child becomes the parent, and what went 

around comes around to a new generation. In a like man-

ner, what was once called Canadian Penitentiary Service 

has been euphemistically renamed Correctional Service of 

Canada (O brave new world.) From the “correction” of its 

title one might expect this social agency to be doing its best 

to correct mistakes made by the parents of its charges.        

Censorship and Repression: 

A Brief Look in a Cracked Mirror 

http://www.wordinfo.info/words/index/info/view_unit/558/?letter=C&spage=26
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Instead, as a bureaucracy that maintains internal control 

via censorship and repression, it perpetuates rather than 

corrects the pathology of its clients. Our prisons reflect pa-

rental failure, like a cracked mirror. 

Censorship pervades every aspect of prison life. From the 

moment of arrest and throughout his incarceration, a man 

in prison is aware that his words may be taken down and 

used against him. Both written and spoken communication 

within a prison may be monitored and recorded by CCSC 

staff. Open to scrutiny are nearly all outgoing and incom-

ing correspondence, most conversations in phone booths 

and visiting areas, all conversations between prisoners and 

CSC staff, all interaction between personal visitors and 

prisoners, all paper that prisoner signs his name to or that 

is deemed to be in his possession or of his authorship 

(whether or not to oneself left in a cell or a submission to 

the Prison Journal) Prisoners learn not to kiss their wives, 

girlfriends or mothers for too long and even when 

amongst friends to be careful how they phrase endear-

ments or expressions of frustration and anger. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Everything but a prisoner’s internal activity is open to the 

view of CCSC staff. Whether it be through prison bars, 

peek-a-boo windows in solid doors, or open curtains, a 

prisoner’s most private moments, and parts are on dis-

play. Whether defecating, masturbating, or picking his 

nose a prisoner is on exhibition and must be prepared to 

be interrupted at any moment. He is watched and he be-

comes watchful. In retaliation he may flaunt deviant be-

haviour or he may hide it. He comes to censor himself and 

often reacts by doing to others what has been done to 

him. 

For the most part, prison does not condone human sexuali-

ty and it is perhaps the prisoner’s sexual being that is most 

severely censored by the conditions of prison life. By deny-

ing prisoners heterosexual relations, prison promotes auto-

eroticism and homosexuality, practices often condemned 

by society at large. Any predisposition to sexual deviance is 

supported by goal’s unisexual environment. The presence 

of females in prison is just as likely to increase tension and 

resentment as it is to relieve frustration and bitterness. 

Prison uniforms, rules, cell blocks—in fact the totality of 

prison life tend to censor individual expression and pro-

mote sameness in the name of bureaucratic order and eco-

nomic good sense. Prison’s suffocating regimentation its 

deprivation of normal sexual functioning, and its environ-

ment of total surveillance may combine with the prisoner’s 

isolation to convince him that he cannot escape even for a 

moment, his keeper’s watchful eye and choking grasp. Con-

sequently, the prisoner may begin to think that not only 

will his “words be taken down and used against him,” but 

that his thoughts may be treated likewise. At this point, self

-censorship takes a walk with repression. Al (Foster) and 

Clifford (Olson) begin their journeys onto Canada’s front 

pages. 

Not only convicts must fit into a pecking order that con-

strains self-expression. Not only convicts suffer from pres-

sure that warp human development. The supervisor of a 

crew of guards orders his men, “Don’t eat with her, she’s a 

con lover”. A dishwasher demands that the part-time help 

stack the dishes “just so” a Premier gags a cabinet or refus-

es funding for abortions; a religious dictator commands the 

devout to kill blasphemers. And David Suzuki, who is a pro-

ponent of intellectual and ethnic tolerance, calls for the 

termination of Philippe Rushton’s employment. According 

to what circumstances will allow, each establishes mental/

emotional/spiritual/ equilibrium by censoring others. 

In a relativistic universe there are no absolute rights, includ-

ing that of free expression; in a world of original sin, cen-

sorship is a necessary evil. Between too much and too little 

lies the hard-to-find path of just enough. Finally, our lives 

are as mirrors one to another, casting reflections fragment-

ed along the cracks in our selves, but true reflections none-

theless.   
 

 

Printed in Out of Bounds Summer 1993, Volume 10 Issue 1 

PUNISHMENT FOR A MURDERER SRVING FIVE 

YEARS IN AN MULTI DUNGEON INCLUDED A 

NECK BOARD THAT PREVENTED THE CONVICT 

FROM FEEDING OR GROOMING HIMSELF. 
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Indigenous Inmates over 30 per cent Of Prison Population:  

Correctional Investigator 
 

By Bernise Carolino, Canadian Lawyer 

Cell Count, The Communications Issue 90, p. 6 

I ndigenous inmate population has increased by 

43.4 per cent since April 2010. 

A federal government report laments the worsening 

“Indigenization” of the country’s correctional system, with 

Indigenous inmates comprising over 30 per cent of the 

prison population, up from 25 per cent from four years 

ago. 

Although Indigenous people make up only five per cent of 

the Canadian population, they are increasingly over-

represented in prisons. And while the non-Indigenous in-

mate population has decreased by 13.7 per cent since 

April 2010, the Indigenous population has risen by 43.4 

per cent, with 42 per cent of female inmates are Indige-

nous women. 

These statistics hint at “disturbing and entrenched imbal-

ances,” Dr. Ivan Zinger, Correctional Investigator of Cana-

da, said in a news release last week. He attributed these 

trends to a number of systemic issues, and noted that In-

digenous people are more likely to be assigned to maxi-

mum security institutions and to solitary confinement 

units. They also generally wait longer to be granted pa-

role. 

The news release additionally states that “Indigenous 

people reoffend or are returned to custody at much higher 

levels, as high as 70 per cent for Indigenous men in the 

Prairie region.” 

Zinger warned that, at current rates, the percentage of 

Indigenous inmates in prison may increase to 33 per cent 

within three years. “It is not acceptable that Indigenous 

people in this country experience incarceration rates that 

are six to seven times higher than the national average.” 

Zinger said, “Bold and urgent action is required to address 

one of Canada’s most persistent and pressing human 

rights issues.” 

 
 

The Office of the Correctional Investigator outlined solu-

tions proposed by various government bodies and advoca-

cy organizations to deal with this problem, including the 

delegation of responsibility to Indigenous groups and com-

munities, the appointment of a deputy commissioner for 

Indigenous corrections, and the devotion of resources to 

reintegration services. 

Perry Bellegarde, National Chief of the Assembly of First 

Nations, stated in a news release a day after the Office of 

the Correctional Investigator had released its findings that 

the report was an “alarming wake-up call” for Canada to 

confront the discrimination and apathy ingrained into its 

correctional system. 

“We need a justice system that embraces First nations legal 

traditions and puts First Nations laws on the same footing 

as civil law and common law,” Bellegarde said 

“Additionally, judges and crown attorneys need to be more 

responsive to the circumstances of Indigenous offenders 

and offer alternatives to incarceration.” 

Bellegarde added that he intended to meet with Canada’s 

correctional investigator and the relevant federal ministers 

in order to discuss a plan of action.    
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Senate: 

From the Office of The Honourable Kim Pate C.M. 
Senator for Ontario 

Statement: Bill C-22 Aims to Do Justice for Some, Not All 

Ottawa, Thursday February 18, 2021— 
 

G overnment legislation introduced today will elimi-
nate some mandatory minimum penalties, and ex-

pand some diversion and conditional sentencing options. 
While this is a move in the right direction, if the goal is to 
remedy systemic racism in the criminal legal system, much 
bolder steps are in order. 
 
Although it seems to respond to some court decisions, Bill 
C-22 fails to eliminate many mandatory minimum penal-
ties that have been struck down by courts as unjust and 
unconstitutional. It also fails to heed the Calls to Action of 
the Truth and Reconciliation Commission, the calls for Jus-
tice of the National inquiry into Missing and Murdered 
Indigenous Women and Girls (MMIWG Inquiry), the 2020 
Statement of the Parliamentary Black Caucus and count-
less expert reports and recommendations that have em-
phasized that all mandatory minimum penalties entrench 
and exacerbate systemic biases, particularly when it 
comes to racism and sexism.   
 
Mandatory minimum penalties discriminate by preventing 
judges from considering systemic discrimination and indi-
vidual circumstances. Without a ore fulsome approach, 
the mass incarceration of Black and Indigenous Peoples 
will not be stemmed, much less remedied.  
 
Almost half of the women sentenced to mandatory life sen-
tences are Indigenous, and most of them acted in the con-
text of lifetimes of abuse and trauma. The Minister of Jus-
tice focused his comments on the plight of women, particu-

larly racialized and single moms, yet failed to explain why 
the government has refused to address the reality of the 
underprotection and overpolicing underscored by the 
MMIWH inquiry that results in women being deputized to 
protect themselves and their children from abuse.  
 
As the Department of Justice’s own research has empha-
sized, there is no compelling evidence to suggest that man-
datory minimum penalties prevent or deter crime. Nor that 
they make Canadians safer.   
 
Bill C-22 emphasizes the vital importance of alternatives to 
criminalization and imprisonment to redress systemic rac-
ism. It is regrettable that the government acknowledges 
these realities yet stopped short of taking the kind of bold 
steps we need right now.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

For more information: Emily Grant—Office of Senator 
Kim Pate       Emily.grant@sen.parl.gc.ca      613-995-9220  
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We encourage all prisoners to join the conversa-

tion. Your incarcerated friend or family member can 

reach us at 57 Foster St, Box 2012, Perth, ON, K7H 

1R9. 

Dear ‘Out of Bounds’ 

W e wish to keep you informed on prison farm pro-

gress in Kingston, Ontario. What could have 

been a good program, under the right conditions, has 

been plagued by delays, legal issues, failed crops and live-

stock deaths, as a result of poor planning, unforeseen 

circumstances, and mismanagement.  
 

No longer feeding prisoners, this prison farm “pilot pro-

ject” will be a for-profit agribusiness selling milk commer-

cially to the private sector. CORCAN’S planned multi-

million-dollar factory farm will mechanically milk up to 

3000 goats who will never be pastured. CSC has stated 

that construction would began in 2019—then in 2020—

but the ‘Joyceville Inmate Committee’ reports that no 

construction has begun and there is no sign of the first 

800 goat kids which have been activated for two years.  

CORCAN has, however, added a small of bull calves, near-

ly all of which died under “unknown” circumstances. They 

also added a few dairy cows whose milk will go to 

“research quota” (no one will drink the milk) but CORCAN 

has not yet been able to acquire the research quota. 

Meanwhile, the Joyceville abattoir continues to use pris-

oners in slaughtering animals for commercial purposes 

throughout this pandemic despite the risk of spreading 

COVID and other zoonotic illness.  
 

While the prison farms are supposed to be about rehabilita 

 

tion and employability, there is no evidence that it will ac-

complish these goals. Instead, the ‘Queen’s Business Law 

Clinic’ has determined that the new prison farms model is a 

human rights violation (using underpaid prison labour for 

the private sector) under standards established by the Unit-

ed Nations. This program has been described as a 

“boondoggle”: 

 Definition: ‘BOONDOGGLE’  

Noun: “Work or activity that is wasteful or pointless but 

gives the appearance of having value.” 

Verb: “Waste money or time on unnecessary or questiona-

ble projects.” 

 We would like to know what you think. Enclosed is a feed-

back form and some more information. 

Shockingly, the Joyceville inmate who spoke to the media 

about mismanagement (Ontario Farmer, October 2020), 

was swiftly transferred as a result. The journalist wrote to 

us: “The prison bureaucrats play rough. They moved the 

inmate—who went on the record with me about the prison 

farm screw-ups—out of Joyceville to Warkworth. He is one 

month from a parole hearing. Apparently inmates are livid, 

saying there is freedom of speech.” We are filing an Access 

to information request to expose the truth.  

Thank you in advance for providing feedback, which will 

assist us in giving inmates a voice. 

Letter to Inmate Committees across Canada 

from Calvin Neufeld of Evolve Our Farms! 

Dated November 26, 2020 
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Former Dairy Farmer Watches Government at Work from his Cell 

Prisoner is appalled by what he sees as examples of 

government largesse 

By Ian Cumming 

The writer farms in Glengarry County 

gengarryfarms@sympatico.ca 

W hen former dairy farmer Todd Mallen, now a pris-
oner in the Joyceville Minimum Security facility, looks out 
over the prison fields where he used to custom plant corn 
as a youth, the appalling mismanagement and waste of 
money has spurred him to speak out.  
 

In a October 7th telephone interview from prison with On-
tario Farmer, approved by Corrections Services Canada 
(CSC) Mallen detailed what his witnessing today, com-
bined with his on-the-ground historic knowledge, having 
being raised on a dairy farm just 10km from where he is 
now sitting. 
 

In 2005, Mallen was arrested and subsequently convicted 
for murder and, since then, has served time in 10 differ-
ent facilities in Ontario and Quebec.  
 

He’s received farm publications every week, no matter 
where he was housed, “and I’ve been hooked on dairy 
farming since I was a kid on a bus tour and I walked down 
the row of cows at Hanover Hill,” said Mallen. 
 

In February of this year, “they sent me home” said Mal-
len, meaning he is back serving his time in the area where 
he was born and raised.  
 

His father lives a few minutes away, he was educated at 
the Joyceville Public School, with five generations of his 
clan in the area, and Mallen Road is just past the prison 
gates.  
 

An area farmer is the prison farm manager so “I came 
back hoping I could help and she was looking forward to 
hire me,” said Mallen. 
 

However, whether being employed on the farm or in the 
slaughterhouse, the authorities ruled that his local con-
nection to people coming in and out of the facility could 
be problematic, so he wasn’t hired. 
 

Mallen named the two area farmers that had rented the 
livestock facilities, and the arable acres, over the years,  
until Corrections Canada recently decided it was going to  

revive the prison farm under government management.  

 
With government money apparently no object, “they 
bought over $1 million in field equipment to plant 300 
acres of soybeans,” said Mallen. In the spring “they only 
disced one way after last year’s corn, leaving it bumpy as 
hell, and then they forgot to spray it. The amount of rag-
weed, I don’t think they can crush it,” he said. 
 

Ontario Farmer had done a prior article documenting the 
over $1 million being spent on equipment, and has re-
ceived independent confirmation from a Kingston-area 
farmer about the weed problem in the beans.  
 

The part of the soybean crop out of sight of the road, but 
visible to him, is even in worse shape, said Mallen. With 
the tile outlets blocked with sediment in the Rideau Con-
servation system, it doesn’t serve growing a crop well in 
this black muck, he said.  
 

Government has mandated that the farm adhere to an anti
-spray philosophy, combined with following  a recent tribu-
nal ruling that sided with environmentalists and has not 
allowed a creek in the Ottawa area to be cleaned out for 
tile drains. In all, it has meant crop disaster’s, said Mallen. 
“I told them to plant hay on everything; you’re going to 
need it for the cows and goats, aren’t you?”   
 

When preparing for the livestock, “they’ve put the page 
wire on their fences upside down,” said Mallen. “There is 
no construction started on any of the buildings,” whether 
the tail-to-tail small tie-stall cow barn or the larger goat 
facility, he said.  
 

They are getting research quota for the cows, so isn’t a tie-
stall barn out of date, he asked? “They said they didn’t buy 
any goats this year due to COVID. How is that even remote-
ly related?” asked Mallen. 
 

The ten prisoners who are working on the farm recently 
saw their honey, firewood and maple syrup (there are 700 
acres of bush) put out on a table in the facility for only pris-
on staff to procure, said Mallen. 

 
 

 
 

When he was housed in Cowansville, Quebec, Mallen had 

http://www.wordinfo.info/words/index/info/view_unit/558/?letter=C&spage=26
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launched a fairly high-profile court challenge of sections 3
(b) and 4 in the Corrections Act, about the “control” that 
CSC had over their prisoner rights when working, he said.  
 

The case eventually went to the Supreme court and the 
ruling sided with CSC, who maintained that what the pris-
oners were doing was “not jobs, but programs,” said Mal-
len. 
 

That is the loophole that CSC is using as justification, that 
they can potentially use prison labour to produce goat milk 
for Chinese-owned processing and export, while at the 
same time Canada does not allow any imports manufactur-
ing with prison labour, said Mallen.  
 

“Perhaps I shouldn’t be speaking out. I don’t care about 
myself, but they are only going to make it hard on dad the 
next time he walks in here to visit me. They love to have 
control.”    
 

________________________________________________ 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Addendum: November 19, 2020: ‘Evolve our Prison 
Farms shared the following message with our thou-
sands of social media followers: 
 

Last month we shared an article from Ontario Farmer 
about an inmate at Joyceville speaking out about misman-
agement on the prison farms. It appears he has been pun-
ished for telling the truth. 
 
After posting the print article on our website (the only 
place it appears online) there were a significant number of 
visits from CSC servers. Two weeks later, at the peak of CSC 
traffic to our page, the inmate was transferred out of 
Joyceville to a medium security institution away from his 
family and away from prison farms. No reason for the 
transfer has been given. This happened while he was on his 
way to his job in CORCAN’S upholstery shop, on his birth-
day, one month before his parole hearing.  
 

This is not the first time this has happened to an inmate 

who has passed information about the prison farms. We 
are witnessing increasingly brazen measures of control be-
ing imposed on inmates and on the democratic process to 
protect the image of CSC’s new multi-million-dollar flagship 
“rehabilitation” program, which in reality is a for-profit in-
stitutional agribusiness rife with human rights abuses and 
harms against animals and the environment.  
 
 We continue to negotiate with CSC’s Access to Information 
department to cease their sudden attempts to prevent our 
requests from being processed, including our request for 
all records relating to the deaths of the bull calves. In the 
meantime, we are concerned about the fate of any inmates 
who exercise their freedom of speech.  
 

We are filing Access to Information; if there is any connec-
tion between this article and his transfer we will find it, 
expose it, and hold this institution to account. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We have assured this inmate’s family that they are not in 
this alone. His father said he knew this was risky, and he is 
devastated at the consequence, but he is proud of his son 
because “the truth is the truth.”   
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The Centre for Justice Exchange is a collective of academics, students, groups and individuals who 
seek to share, create and advance more inclusive understandings and practices of justice. Justice is 
not only about being accountable to each other and ourselves, but about opportunities to live, grow 
and create.  
 

The goals of the Centre for Justice Exchange are to: 
Learn, share and co-create ideas about justice. 
Address and alleviate some of the challenges and barriers to justice and promote opportunities 

for people to live, grow and create. 
Develop and raise awareness of resources and approaches to more inclusive understandings and 

practices of justice. 
 

At the Centre for Justice Exchange, we promote access to information and resources by responding to 
research requests from people in prisons across Canada. Requests can include research on 1) the crim-
inal justice system; 2) resources available in the community; and 3) general interest. While we do not 
offer legal or business advice or correspond as pen pals, we can offer information on organizations 
that do. 
 

The Centre for Justice Exchange receives over a hundred letters annually from people in prisons who 
are trying to improve their life circumstances. Prison systems are not only designed to keep people in, 
but also to keep the community out. Without access and resources, people in prison are isolated from 
the supports and information needed to increase the quality of life and reduce the potential for fur-
ther conflicts to arise. As we learn more from our exchanges with people in prison about the criminal 
justice system and other approaches to justice, we develop collaborations and initiatives to promote 
awareness and more consultative and inclusive practices of justice.   
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An Important UPDATE from Out of Bounds Magazine 

Update: New Prices Start After September 2021 

 

 Recently it has been brought to our attention that the issue of 

subscriptions is managed at the Regional level and where some inmates may 

be able to subscribe to Out of Bounds through their institutions librarian, 

others may not. This advertisement has in the past conveyed the wrong 

information and for that we apologize. It is imperative that you consult the 

appropriate individual in your facility to find out exactly what the policy is. 

From there, it is as simple as paying the new subscription fee and sending us 

your name, address and institution. For all subscribers here are our new 

prices. 

 

One year:  $22.00* 

Two years:  $40.00* 
 

Make cheque or money order payable to: 

OUT OF BOUNDS MAGAZINE 

6000 William Head Rd 

Victoria, BC V9C 0B5  

(*American subscribers require an additional $5.00 CDN  

per issue to cover the extra postage.) 

 

*It is important to note that there is NO 
change to our reward program where we 
send each contributor a copy of the 
magazine their work is published in.  
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Over the Wall 

Is a twice annual newsletter about strikes, 

actions and struggles going on inside or 

around Ontario prisons. It is published by 

End the Prison Industrial Complex (EPIC) a 

collective in Kingston who believe and  

work toward a world without prisons.  

If you have story or article that you’d like 

them to contribute, if you’d like to receive 

the newsletter, or just want to correspond, 

contact us at: 

 EPIC, 427 Princess St, Suite 409 

 Kingston, ON K7L 5S9 

epic@riseup.net www.epic.noblogs.org 

INVOLVING THE COMMUNITY IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE SINCE 

1935 

John Howard Society of Victoria 

2675 Bridge Street 

Victoria, BC 

Phone: 250-386-3428 

John Howard Society—Manchester House 

540 Manchester Road 

Victoria, BC 

 

Programs Offered include: 

 Blade Runners Program 

 KidStart Mentoring Program 

 WHI Visitor Group Program 

 Community Justice Initiatives 

 Community Garden Programs 

 Community Employment Programs 

 Manchester House 

 Gelling Manor and Maxfield House 
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Word Search 

T O U R S K J I W E D O L V D 

N A Y N O C I O H A M A N A P 

E S E G N E L A H N A V V L M 

T D T R R F L E V I L I J E U 

H D W R G E E A E O D A N R J 

E O N A E M N C V L N O L I R 

R O N L R E I E E I T N E E E 

L G M E I D T E E S R W V D H 

A S U X G N R U R Z R O R O C 

N M B I H O E G U E V D A H A 

D A L M T B B E P W O N H A E 

S E A H N A C N T S I A C G T 

K R K N O M R I I K C B O A O 

K D R O W D Y A O I E L O R T 

P L A Y N O H T N A S O L O O 

HOW TO PLAY: All the words listed below appear in the puzzle – horizontally, vertically, diagonally, and even back-

ward. Find them, circle each letter of the word and strike it off the list. The leftover letters spell the missing word.  

EDDIE VAN HALEN (1955-2020)       Solution: 8 Letters 

Album, Alex, Anthony, Band, Bertinelli, Bond, Charvel, Cool, David Lee Roth, Dice, Down, Dreams, Edward, 
Energy, Eruption, Eugenia, Good, Great, Guitar, Hagar, Icon, Janie, Jump, Liszewski, Live, Lodewijks, Love, 
Mark, Mean, Monk, Netherlands, Panama, Play, Right Now, Role, Rowdy, Solo, Stone, Street, Teacher, Toto, 

Tours, Valerie, Van Halen, Voice, Wolfgang 
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SUBSCRIPTION INFO 

 To subscribe, send us your name, 

address and postal code along with the 

appropriate amount indicated to the 

right. 

 

*American subscribers would require an additional 

$5.00 CDN per issue to cover the extra postage.  

 

Archived OBM at www.penalpress.ca 

ONE YEAR 

FOR $20.00 

__________________ 

TWO YEARS 

FOR $36.00 

cheque or money 

order  

OUT OF BOUNDS  

MAGAZINE 

6000 William Head Rd 

Victoria, BC V9C 0B5 

What’s Next? 

In the fall season OBM edition, our theme is on ‘Controversy’. What do I mean by this subject? The 

dictionary defines it as “dispute about contentious topic: disagreement on a contentious topic, strongly 

felt or expressed by all those concerned, or an instance of this.” Okay, how does this pertain to the 

readers of ‘Out of Bounds’ magazine? Good question. In the next issue of the magazine, I would like to explore a 

number of controversial or contentious topics, both related and unrelated to each other regarding prison and prison 

culture; subculture, mental health subjects, political themes, social concerns, restorative justice angsts but focusing on 

potential solutions or remedies. Are you kidding, you may be thinking? Definitely, I am kidding. I have heard you are 

either part of the problem or part of the solution. Is that true. Is there a third option? Perhaps. At the moment, I just 

cannot think of anything. In any event, the world is full of controversy. Agreed? I watch the TV news daily like most 

people, and conclude we cannot seem to get along with one another. I have been in prison for many years and it is the 

same scenario in the prison system. Inmates are just contentious. Some of us prefer debates and disputes. Others 

avoid them with as much passion as those who like to fight against the system. Anyway, some of the topics under 

discussion might potentially focus on prison abolition, decreasing the sentences imposed upon criminals, challenging 

the Parole Board to be more compassionate and accountable. That is just one aspect of the criminal justice system. 

There are other controversial topics, outside of Corrections, including the seemingly runaway question of political 

correctness. With the recent prohibition of certain books for children, and the renaming of sport teams, we have 

entered into a confusing maze of rightness. Recently, I have had discussion in the prison chapel regarding doctor-

assisted suicide for those nearing death or endless disability. As it pertains to seniors, and those who are already at 

death’s door, so to speak, should we encourage the practice and how should it be regulated in this country. The 

multiplicity of controversial subjects is endless.  Our approach in the next edition of the ‘Out of Bounds’ will focus on 

the positive aspects to the exclusion of the negative. Is that reasonable? Not really, therefore we will present both 

sides of the issues. The pros and the cons. If you have a controversial topic you would like to see published in the 

magazine, why not pick up a pen , write an article and send it to us here in the OBM office. This is your opportunity to 

present your argument and demonstrate your case for a better way of living, thinking, and interacting with others in 

the world.  
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“Filled to Capacity” 

“Not an awful lot bothers you does it?” 
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Helping Those Affected By Our Justice  
System 
 

We exist to address the need for post release support 
offenders in British Columbia, Canada. We mobilize the 
church to help people whose lives have been impacted by 
crime, to become whole and productive members of socie-
ty, by facilitating healing between themselves and the 
community. 
 

1197 Sutherland Avenue Kelowna BC V1Y 5Y2 
director@bridgestnl.org 
(250) 448-6975 

-6975 
Fax (250) 448-6977 
 

Bridges logo provides a picture of our prisons sur-
rounded by a deep gorge with a raging river in the bot-
tom. Though almost all will swim across to escape for a 
time, less than 25% will successfully scale the steep 
slope to sustained freedom on the other side. 
 

The sad truth is that every repeat trip to prison weak-
ens the offenders ability to escape the revolving doors 
of our prison system. 
 

4 out of 5 crimes are committed by ex-
offenders. 
 

More than 75% of those who go to 
prison will return within 5 years. 
 

At Bridges, we look beyond rehabilitation and focus on 
transformation. 
 

Former inmates face untold challenges as they look to 
avoid old familiar territory and re-establish themselves in 
a totally new environment. We are there to facilitate 
those who want to make a fresh entry into society; we 
help bridge the gap to the material, relational, and spir-
itual support they need. 
 

Our Strategy 
 

We aim to provide assistance without creating de-
pendence. 
 

During Incarceration 

Maintain regular involvement with inmates at the 
Kamloops prison through personal visits and chapel 
services. 
 

Bi-annual visits to 10 lower mainland prisons for 
(Spring & Fall) Information Fairs. 
Pen pal correspondence with offenders serving time in 
BC’s lower mainland. 
Assist victim and offender families who are usually 
struggling financially, emotionally and spiritually. 
 

Pre-Release 
 

Connect with interested parties to facilitate individual 
discharge planning. 
 

Work with appropriate agencies and individuals to pre
-arrange a support network for special needs cases. 
 

Post-Release Ministering wholeness includes physical, 
emotional and spiritual needs.  
 

This means we endeavour to help clients connect with 
sources for: 
 

   Food, Clothing and Shelter 
   Second Stage Transitional Housing 
   Support Groups for Addictions 
   Individual Accountability / One to One Mentoring 
   Community Social Events 
   Obtaining Identification & dealing with bureaucracy 
   Employment and Education 
   Weekly Drop In Offices 
   Halfway House Visits 
   Spiritual Growth—connecting with the church com-
munity 

http://www.wordinfo.info/words/index/info/view_unit/558/?letter=C&spage=26
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 Bridges to New Life 
 
1197 Sutherland Avenue Kelowna BC V1Y 5Y2 
  director@bridgestnl.org 
 (250) 448-6975 
 (888) 448-6975 
Fax (250) 448-6977 
 
Bridges to New Life Society is a registered Canadian Charity #88963 7823 RR0001;incorporated as a Community Chap-
laincy service in 1998 to address the need for post release support of offender’s in British Columbia, Canada’s southern 
interior. 
 
Bridges purpose is to mobilize the church to assist individuals whose lives have been impacted by crime, to become 
whole and productive members of society, by facilitating healing between themselves and the community. 
 
Last year with the backing of 306 financial supporters, 74 Bridges volunteers were involved with 756 clients, making us 
the Most Active Christian Prison Aftercare Ministry in western Canada. 
 
CEO: Rev. Craig Churchill 
Volunteer Coordinator/Counseling: Pastor Nick Yelland 
Administrative Assistant: Luisa Fortes 
 
Board Chair: Todd Gladman 
Directors: Jack Brazeau, Gerald Klassen, Tod Smith, Larry Otto 
 
Affliations: Bridges is a member in good standing with the: 
Coalition of Prison Evangelists (since 1998) 
Restorative Justice Ministry Network (since 2003) 
 
Proud Member of International Network of Prison Ministries 
Our donors include : 
 
Individual Supporters 
Southern Interior Churches 
KRCC Inmate Benet Fund 
Felson Foundation 
Alpha Charitable Foundation 
Van Norman Foundation 
BC Real Estate Foundation 
Vancouver Foundation 
 
Bridges financial books receive an independent  
annual review by: Kemp Harvey Hunt Ward Inc. 
 

I began to write ‘Bridges to 

New Life Society’ and my 

outlook changed dramatically. 

I found hope! 
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The Day I Got Married in Prison 
 

By Sherry - Edmunds Flett 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

O n June 21st 1987, I got married to my husband Glen 
inside William Head Institution on Vancouver Island. I had 
met Glen when he was serving his life sentence in maxi-
mum security Millhaven Institution outside Kingston Ontar-
io. We were both members of B.I.F.A (Black Inmates and 
Friends Association.) At the time we met, I had no idea that 
eight years later, we would be getting married, never hav-
ing been alone with each other. It has been over twenty-
five years. We are still married, living together in a house 
with our daughter Victoria, a dog, six cats and a hamster. 
 

Glen was the best friend of the B.I.F.A leader Roni Grant. 
Glen was the only person Roni introduced me to. When 
Glen was transferred out to Kent Institution in British Co-
lumbia, I kept in contact with him writing him for Roni. In 
those days prisoners were not allowed to write each other 
directly, there had to be an intermediary. Throughout the 
years, we continued to write sporadically. What I remem-
bered about him from those days was his openness and 
intelligence. A handsome man, he kept himself well. In 

1983, when I came back home to Kingston Ontario to re-
search my master’s thesis on the history of slavery in the 
area, I was wondering how Glen was and decided to write. 
He wrote back and told me that he had become a Christian 
inside the prison and recently been baptized. Our corre-
spondence picked up to where our letters were crossing 
the country a couple times a week and I flew out to visit 
him. By the time, he had transferred to William Head, I had 
moved to Victoria with fourteen boxes of books, my pots 
and clothes. I was visiting Glen regularly two or three times 
a week as I completed my thesis. 
 

I can remember the day Glen asked me to marry him. I 
hadn’t been into visit for a week as he had been thrown 
into segregation after his cell had been tossed. A pen used 
for a toker had been found and he had been charged in 
institutional court. While in the “hole” Glen had a vision 
that he should ask me to marry him. When I got to the pris-
on parking lot, Glen’s elderly parents were already there. 
By herself in the car, his mother told me that his dad had 
already been processed through the principal entrance and 
had gone into visit. I walked to the administration building 
where visits and correspondence was located. Just when I 
arrived, Glen’s dad looked at me and left the visit without 
speaking. I asked Glen why his dad had left. He told me it 
was because he was going to ask me to marry him. I went 
down to the shoreline and waited for Glen to come back. 
Stunned, I wanted to throw up. I thought that this is not 
terribly romantic. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Over the next few months, a community assessment was 
completed on me by the John Howard Society of Victoria. 
They needed to make sure that I knew Glen was in prison 
serving a life sentence for committing a murder during the 
course of a Brink’s robbery in Toronto. During the inter-
view, I recalled what I knew of his offence and pulled out 
some newspaper clippings. I was quizzed further about his 
previous marriage that ended in the 1970’s and how many 
children that he had. The prison officials needed to make 

 

Reflections 

This new column titled: ‘Reflections’ is included for the purpose of reprinting some of our old archived magazine 

articles for those who do not have access to our website found at www.penalpress.com.  

Editor’s Note: As part of our new magazine feature 

‘Reflections’ and on our theme of ‘Connection’, I 

thought an article on the following topic would best 

illustrate the theme in this edition. 
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sure that I was not his co-accused because at the time if I 
was to marry Glen, I could not testify against him in court. 
About four weeks later, a pink activity slip arrived in the 
inmate mail. Upon it was written, “The Attorney General of 
British Columbia has given you permission to get married.” 
Glen and I took marriage counselling with the WHI chap-
lain. A surprise bachelor party was held for Glen. A friend 
told him that he needed to come down to the prison gym 
to settle a dispute between two fellows. Glen was the Edi-
tor of the prison newspaper and the unofficial Mayor of the 
prison. When he got to the gym, he found that nearly all 
the population was there with a large cake and pop. 
 

My bridal shower occurred a few days later. After visits 
were cut short due to a count that wasn’t clear, all the 
women at visits came to my apartment in town to cele-
brate my upcoming nuptials. 
 

Glen and I made up a list of people who needed to be ap-
proved to come to our wedding. On the list of over 100 
people was a reformed Montreal bank robber who was 
giving me away, family, volunteers from the community, 
staff, prisoners and visitors. No one from my immediate 
family who lived back in Ontario could come to the wed-
ding. 
 

My father was sick having a heart attack. The list also in-
cluded items that would be brought into the prison such s 
the top of my parents wedding cake from thirty one years 
prior, engraved wedding invitations, my wedding bouquet, 
Glen’s boutonniere and navy blue pinstripe suit that he 
had also been convicted in. 
 

Wedding presents were to be left at the principal entrance 
for me to pick up after the wedding and a very special 48-
hour private family visit. 
 
In those days, one needed to be legally married in order to 
have conjugal visits. 
 

The sun was shining on the day we were married June 21st, 
1987. I had picked that date, as it was both Father’s day 
and the summer solstice. 
 

When I awoke that day, I phoned home to my parents at 
the family farm. Talking to my dad, I said that the anticipa-
tion felt like Christmas Eve only a million times more so. I 
took a bath and got dressed I the royal blue cocktail dress 
that my roommate’s mom had made for me. I wore a fasci-
nator with a pink veil. I got to the prison a little before the 
4:00 pm count. 
 
The immediate wedding party could stay at the chapel but 
everyone else had to go back to their units to be counted. 

The green prison bus with its offender driver appeared at 
the gate to pick me up after count was cleared. 
 
Driving down the slightly winding asphalt road, the red 
brick chapel where I was soon to be married soon ap-
peared. 
 

Glen was waiting at the front of the church for me in a 
room packed full of people. The man who married us had 
also baptized him for year’s prior in Kent Institution. It was 
a beautiful ceremony full of tears and also laughter when 
Glen repeated his vows and said he would share all his 
worldly goods with me. Then we had a non-alcoholic recep-
tion in the V & C area complete with three-tier wedding 
cake that the Inmate Committee put on for us. 
 

Afterwards, Glen and I were driven to the private family 
house on the southwest corner of the prison property. 
Looking out the front window, a gun tower was in view at 
the far right. 
 

At night you could see the lights of Port Angeles, Washing-
ton across the Juan de Fuca strait. In the house, the V & C 
officer gave us the rules and then left. 
 

Glen and I were alone for the first time in our lives togeth-
er. I suddenly felt shy and put away all the groceries in the 
kitchen. I then went to the bedroom to put away all my 
clothes. From the bedroom, I heard Glen call me to come 
to the living room. I sat down on the sofa. He put on Aretha 
Franklin’s Greatest Hits on the tape deck. Dr. Feelgood 
came on and Glen started singing along with Aretha. I 
cracked up and started to laugh. Suddenly all the tension in 
the room started to dissipate. I discovered shortly there-
after that Glen had some tattoos which I never knew exist-
ed. 
 

It would be over five years before Glen got out of prison on 
day parole and came home. By that time, he had trans-
ferred to a minimum security prison on the lower main-
land. I was substitute teaching and working on my Ph.D. 
Eventually we bought a house that we live in to this day. 
Three days after our tenth wedding anniversary I gave birth 
to our daughter Victoria. On our twentieth anniversary, 
history repeated itself when Glen called me down to his 
man cave in the basement. Taking me into his arms, we 
slow danced around the room as Dr. Feelgood played. All 
these years later, I fondly remember the day I got married 
in prison.   
 
 
 
 
 
 

Printed in Out of Bounds—Fall 2013 Volume 30 Issue 
3;  Pages 22-24 
www.penalpress.com 
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We are looking for you to send us 

some written submissions of your 

short fictional or non-fictional  

stories, essays, artwork & creative 

poetry, etc… 

 

...Get off your butt and begin your 

personal journey in creativity! 

Writers Wanted 

Longest Operating Prison 
Magazine in Canada   

Out of Bounds 
Expiration Date: 00/00/00 

Out of Bounds 

Submission Date:  August 28 

‘Out of Bounds’ Magazine  

‘’ - Fall Season Issue 2021 

Topic for ‘Out of Bounds’  

Fall Season2021 Issue:  

‘Controversy’ 

OBM Editor:  

Josiah Gottlieb-Rosenwasser 

Assistant Editor:  

Lionel Patterson 

Do you have a vivid imagination? 

Can you draw or paint or write? 

Would you like to appear in the 

next issue of the ‘Out of Bounds’ 

magazine? 
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‘Indigenous Peoples’  

Human Rights 

 

Canada 

Truth & Reconciliation 

Reconciliation Fund 

UN Declaration 

Doctrine of Discovery 

International Forums 

 

Criminal Justice 

 

Penal Abolition & 

Restorative Justice 

Children & Youth 

Education & Outreach 

Community Grants 

 

Peace 

 

Africa 

Israel-Palestine 

Refugees 

Conscientious Objection 

Civil Liberties 

Synthetic Biology 

By Michael Ignatieff 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

T he faces of the Jewish refugees arriving by ship in Palestine in 1947 are unforgettable. 

They press against the railings on deck and stare across the water at their new homeland, 

with expressions of hope and relief, joy and apprehension. In the 50 years since 1948—the 

year the state of Israel was proclaimed—millions of Jews from Western Europe and the 

United States, from the Arab lands of North Africa and the Middle East, from Ethiopia, and 

from the former Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR) and its satellite nations have 

begun a new life in Israel. They have come to escape persecution, to bring up their children 

in a country that is their own, and to know what it is to belong. 

 
Israel is among the most significant, and most controversial, examples of nationalism at 

work in the 20th century. For centuries, Jews faced persecution in nations controlled by 

‘Connection’: The Need for National Belonging 

In the late 20th century nationalism had served as a driving force in 

world affairs, fueling political conflicts around the globe, from the Mid-

dle East to the former Yugoslavia. In this article, writer Michael Ignatieff 

provides insight into this phenomenon by examining the causes and 

characteristics of nationalism, its historical development, and its emo-

tional basis as the human desire to belong. 

This boatload of  Jewish immigrants arrived in 
Israel in 1946 after WW2. 

The banner in Hebrew atop their ship  

translates as “Keep the Gate Open.” 

http://www.wordinfo.info/words/index/info/view_unit/558/?letter=C&spage=26
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other peoples. This persecution culminated in the Holo-

caust, the systematic extermination of more than 6 million 

Jews and other peoples during World War II by Germany’s 

Nazi regime. The refugees who came to Palestine after the 

war believed that if they had a state of their own to pro-

tect them they could be sure that a similar catastrophe 

would never befall their children. However, the Jews were 

not the only people, or nation, with a claim to the land of 

Palestine. The Palestinian Arabs had lived there for thou-

sands of years (it is alleged) before Israel’s founding, and 

since 1948 they have fought for the right to call the land 

their own. 

 

Defining Nationalism 
 

What is nationalism and why do peoples—not just Pales-

tinians and Jews, but hundreds of other national groups—

fight so hard to create a state of their own? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

The human population on the globe is divided into several 

thousand national groups, people who speak the same 

language or dialect and share common customs (including 

diet, dress, and holidays and festivals), as well as a com-

mon history. Sometimes, but not always, these national 

groups share a common racial identity, and sometimes 

they share a common religious background. What defines 

a nation, even more than these shared characteristics, is 

that the individuals who comprise it feel that they are one 

people.  

 

Of these thousands of nations, only a few hundred possess 

their own states. The French, German, and Italian peoples, 

for example, live in nation-states of their own. Most other 

peoples share a state with another national group, as the 

Québécois (French-speaking residents of Québec Province) 

share Canada with English-speaking Canadians. Other peo-

ples live as minorities within a nation-state that is ruled by 

other national groups, as is the case with the Kurdish peo-

ple in Turkey.  

 

When national groups within a nation-state are treated 

equally—when there is no discrimination on the basis of 

ethnic or national origin—they usually share that state in 

peace. An important condition for the successful sharing of 

nations is civic equality, which is usually secured by repre-

sentative democracy. In successful nation-states, where 

ethnic and national groups benefit from equality, groups 

can share in a common sense of belonging called patri-

otism, or national pride.  

 

However, where these conditions are not met—where one 

national group dominates the political and economic life of 

a nation-state to the exclusion of other national groups—

nationalist resentment can simmer and explode. While 

patriotism can be understood as the love of a country that 

you can call your own, nationalism is the love of a country 

that is not yet yours—a country that you feel is being occu-

pied or oppressed by another national group. This is why 

nationalism can be a dangerous emotion: It asserts a claim 

to territory on behalf of one national group that may be 

resisted by another group that believes it has an equal 

right to be there. This is the case in the area of historic Pal-

estine, between Jews and Palestinians. It is also the case in 

southeastern Turkey, where the Kurdish minority believe 

they have a right to national self-determination over the 

land they call Kurdistān, but the Turkish people believe this 

land is an integral part of the Turkish state. In Sri Lanka, an 

island off the southern tip of the Indian subcontinent, rebel 

forces demanding independence and autonomy for the 

Tamil people are engaged in a bloody civil war against the 

Sinhalese majority who control the state.  

 
Where democracy and the rule of law are absent or have 

been stunted, national groups do not learn to trust democ-

racy and to work peacefully with one another. Such was 

the case in the early 1990s in the former Yugoslavia, which 

had existed as a single-party Communist dictatorship since 

the mid-1940s. When the republic of Bosnia and Herze-

govina declared its independence from Yugoslavia in 1992, 

Serb nationalists in the republic began battling for territo-

ry; the Serbs, a minority group within Bosnia, feared domi-

nation by the Muslim majority. The result was a vicious 

civil war that pitted Serbs, Muslims, and Croats against one 

another. Using nationalism as a justification, paramilitary 

units drove civilians out of areas of Bosnia where they had 

lived for centuries in order to create “ethnically cleansed” 

areas under the domination of a single national group. 

 

The Development of Nations 
 

The idea that each nation has its own identity and the right 
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to statehood was invented by the German Romantic poets 

and thinkers of the late 18th century, who sought to de-

fend the pride and self-confidence of the German people 

in relation to their European neighbors, particularly the 

French. At that time, France was a united nation-state, 

while Germany was fragmented into a number of small 

principalities. Following the unification of Italy and then 

Germany in the latter half of the 19th century, nationalist 

revivals broke out among peoples held in subjugation by 

the Russian and Austro-Hungarian empires. After the mili-

tary defeat of these empires in World War I (1914-1918), 

the idea of national self-determination was proclaimed at 

the Treaty of Versailles, and a number of nations—

including Poland, Yugoslavia, Hungary, Czechoslovakia, and 

Lithuania—secured their independence. Thus the force of 

nationalism effectively remade the map of Europe.  

 
A second wave of nationalism began after World War II 

(1939-1945), when Asian and African peoples demanding 

national self-determination rose up in revolt against Euro-

pean colonial rule. India and Pakistan secured their inde-

pendence from Britain in 1947. Over the next 15 years, the 

Vietnamese and the Algerians both fought bloody wars to 

secure their independence from the French. What drove 

these revolts against colonialism was the desire of peoples 

to be ruled by members of their own national groups, ra-

ther than strangers of another race, religion, or ethnicity. 

By the l960s most of the peoples of Asia and Africa had 

embarked on the difficult adventure of running their own 

national states. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

The third great wave of nationalism has followed the col-

lapse of the last major European empire: the USSR and its 

satellite states in the Communist system. Since l991 na-

tional groups that were formerly under the control of the 

Soviet government and other Communist regimes—such as 

the Ukrainians, the Belarusians, the Slovenes, and a num-

ber of Central Asian peoples—have created nation-states 

of their own. In some cases, such as Ukraine, the transition 

to post-Communist rule has been peaceful. In others, as in 

parts of the former Yugoslavia, this transition has been 

bloody. Meanwhile, elsewhere in Asia and in Africa, re-

gimes that once had the support of the Communist empire 

have collapsed, and new national governments are being 

created. 

 

Nationalism and Belonging 
 

What is the fundamental motive for nationalism, the rea-

son that so many peoples have fought and died for the 

right to a state of their own? Perhaps the primary motive is 

to be safe from persecution. Many minority groups feel 

that they will only be secure if they control the levers of 

state power. A second motive underpinning nationalist 

efforts is the need of human beings to belong to something 

larger than themselves, to be part of a community—of lan-

guage, customs, tradition, and history—that gives a pur-

pose to their striving as individuals. Belonging to a nation 

gives human beings a sense of being safe, of being under-

stood, and of being free to create their futures as they see 

fit. These are deep and understandable longings. The chal-

lenge for peoples undertaking nationalist movements is 

that to achieve these goals, they must face the choice of 

whether to drive another national group from its land, or 

learn, if possible, to share that land in peace. 
 

About the author: Michael Ignatieff is a Canadian writer 

who has written extensively on nationalism, most notably 

in Blood and Belonging: Journeys Into the New Nationalism 

and The Warrior’s Honour: Ethnic War and the Modern 

Conscience. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

The Canadian Friends Service 

Committee, also known as the 

Quakers, sponsors this regularly 

featured column. Contributors 

are invited to write on issues of 

Peace, Non-violence, 

Forgiveness and Reconciliation.  

Red Square, Moscow 
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The Mustard Seed Street Church has been essential in fighting hunger and restoring faith to 
a large portion of people living  in greater Victoria since 1975. Our operations are nearly 100 
percent community funded; these include Vancouver Island’s largest Food Bank, a Family 
Center, Hospitality programs, and addictions recovery at Hope Farm Healing Centre as well 
as more traditional Church services. 
 
We know that there are many forms of hunger. That’s why we want to meet the needs of the 
whole person. Many diverse programs and resources make up The Mustard Seed ministry. 
Collectively, these programs try to feed emotional, social, mental, relational, spiritual, and 
physical hunger. 
 

What we do: 
 
Food Rescue & Delivery 

Feeding our community 

Advocacy & Training 

Addictions & Recovery 

Street Church 

Mustard Seed Coffee Co. 

Each vibrant program plants its own seed of hope in our community members’ lives; offering 
safety, community, and compassion to our clients. The Mustard Seed Street Church positive-
ly impacts an average of 5,000 individuals per month, with the support of more than 50 volun-
teers everyday.  With your help, lives are transformed on a daily basis! 
 
We invite you to come on down and experience The Mustard Seed for yourself! Meet our 
staff, tour our facilities, and get a feel for what everyday life at 625 Queens is like. 
 
625 Queens Ave, Victoria, BC V8T 1L9   Contact@mustardseed.ca or call 250-953-1581. 
 
Talk to any of our staff—Fran Kitson—she also visits every Wednesday (not since Covid-19 
restrictions) with inmates at William Head. We certainly appreciate her spending considerable 
time with us—and has for three decades. We thank Fran for her service. 

http://mustardseed.ca/ministries/food-bank/
http://mustardseed.ca/ministries/family-centre/
http://mustardseed.ca/ministries/family-centre/
http://mustardseed.ca/ministries/hospitality/
http://mustardseed.ca/ministries/hope-farm-healing-centre/
http://mustardseed.ca/church/
http://mustardseed.ca/ministries/food-bank/
http://mustardseed.ca/ministries/hospitality/
http://mustardseed.ca/ministries/family-centre/
http://mustardseed.ca/ministries/hopefarm/
http://mustardseed.ca/ministries/church/
http://mustardseed.ca/ministries/hopefarm/coffeeco/
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This article was produced in collaboration 

with the Public Health Agency of Canada. 

Updated 

March 2021 

T he Issue Sodium is a nutrient found in 

table salt and many other foods. While the 

body needs some sodium to function, too 

much may lead to high blood pressure, a 

major risk factor for stroke, heart 

disease and kidney disease. Most Canadians 

consume more sodium than may be good 

for their health. 

Background 

Sodium is needed in the body to regulate 

fluids and blood pressure, and to keep mus-

cles and nerves running smoothly. The 

amount of sodium considered adequate to 

promote good health in adults is 1,500 mg 

per day. The United States Institute of Med-

icine (IOM) establishes nutrient reference 

values which are used by Health Canada to 

set policies and standards. Working closely 

with the IOM to establish the Tolerable Up-

per Intake Level (UL), Health Canada recom-

mends that a maximum of 2,300 mg per 

day for adults is likely to pose no risk of ad-

verse health effects. 

Most Canadians get much more sodium 

than they need to maintain good health. 

Recent data from the 2004 Canadian Com 

 
 

munity Health Survey (CCHS 2.2) Nutrition, 

indicates that Canadian adults consumed an 

average of 3,092 mg of sodium daily, more 

than double the level recommended and 

considerably higher than the UL.       

According to the CCHS 2.2 survey, it is esti-

mated that among people over the age of 

19, more than 90 percent of men and about 

66 percent of women had intakes above the 

UL for sodium. Similar high intakes are seen 

in young children and adolescents: 76 per-

cent of children aged 1 to 3 and more than 

90 percent of children aged 4 to 8 exceed 

the UL for sodium in their age group. 97 per-

cent of adolescent boys and more than 80 

percent of adolescent girls also exceed the 

UL for sodium for their age group. 

Sources of Sodium 

Sodium (Na) is one of the chemical elements 

found in table salt, also known as sodium 

chloride. Most of the sodium consumed by 

Canadians comes from prepackaged, ready-

to-eat foods, rather than from salt added at 

the table or in home cooking. Restaurant 

foods, especially those from fast food out-

lets, generally contain high amounts of sodi-

um. As well, since sodium is often used by 

the food industry to enhance flavour or as a 

preservative, many common foods contain 

sodium. Some of the foods that can be high 

in sodium include: sandwiches and burgers; 

soups; pizza; frozen and ready-to-eat meals; 

cheese; gravies and sauces; processed 

Sodium 
Salt 
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luncheon meats; and snack foods, such as crackers, nachos, 

potato chips and pretzels. 

Salt and sodium 

• 1teaspoonful contains about 6 grams of salt 

• 6grams of salt contains about 2400 mg of sodium 

Health Risks of Excess Sodium 

A diet high in sodium is associated with an increased risk 

of high blood pressure. High blood pressure is amajor risk 

factor for stroke, heart disease and kidney disease. In ad-

dition to excess sodium, other risk factors for high blood 

pressure include: 

• being overweight or obese 

• lack of physical activity 

• excessive alcohol intake 

• age 

• family history of hypertension or high blood pressure 

• being of African descent. 

Minimizing Your Risk 

• Use Canada’s Food Guide and the Nutrition Facts table 

to help lower your sodium intake. Eating Well with Cana-

da’s Food Guide recommends choosing foods from each 

food group that are lower in sodium and preparing foods 

with little or no added salt. 

• Read nutrition labels to make informed food choices. 

Almost all prepackaged foods have a Nutrition Facts ta-

ble, making it easier to see how much sodium is in any 

given food. The label will give you the amount of sodium 

in the specific amount of food listed. 

• Check the percentage of the Daily Value (%DV) for sodi-

um. The %DV tells you at a glance if there is a lot or a little 

of a nutrient in that specific amount of food. Use the %DV 

to compare food products. 

• Since most people get more sodium than is healthy from 

prepackaged foods and meals purchased outside of the 

home, reduce your sodium consumption by choosing these 

foods less often. 

• Choose more fresh, unprocessed foods to eat or prepare 

at home in place of prepackaged, convenience foods and 

choose plenty of fruits and vegetables. Fruits and vegeta-

bles are also higher in potassium which is a factor in reduc-

ing the risk of high blood pressure. 

• Look for foods with claims such as “salt-free” (less than 5 

mg of sodium per serving), “low in Sodium (140 mg of sodi-

um or less per serving), or “reduced in sodium” (at least 25 

percent less than the regular product). 

• Remember that there is no need to add salt to children’s 

food. Check the Nutrition Facts table to help choose foods 

aimed at children that are lower in sodium. 

 When dining out, order dressings and sauces on theside 

and use sparingly. Before you eat at a fast food restaurant, 

ask for nutrition information to see how much sodium is in 

the food on their menu. Many chains now make nutrition 

information available online or posted in their outlets 

The Government of Canada's Role 

As part of its ongoing commitment to provide Canadians 

with the information they need to make healthy lifestyle 

choices, the Government of Canada introduced mandatory 

nutrition labelling for prepackaged foods. The regulations 

require that calories and the content of 13 core nutrients, 

including sodium, be listed on the labels of most pre-

packaged foods. 

In October 2007, federal Health Minister Tony Clement 

announced that the Government of Canada will establish 

an expert Sodium Working Group to explore options for 

reducing sodium intake among Canadians. The Working 

Group includes representatives from food manufacturing 

and food service industry groups, health-focussed nongov-

ernmental organizations, the scientific community, health 

professional organizations and consumer advocacy 

groups.Information on the progress of this Working Group 

will be made available on Health Canada’s Food and Nutri-

tion Web section. 

Salt 
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Biological properties 
Sodium salts, particularly sodium chloride, are found al-
most everywhere in biological material. Sodium is an es-
sential element for life, as is potassium, and the two ele-
ments maintain a definite balance within the cell struc-
ture. Electrolyte balance between the inside of the cell 
and the outside is maintained by “active transport” of 
potassium ions into the cell and sodium ions out of the 
cell. Most of the biological effects of sodium salts are the 
result of the cation (Na+), with the negative counter-ion 
apparently not playing a dominant role. 

The presence of salinity in soils is often detrimental to 
plant growth. Sodium ions replace calcium and other ions 
in clay complexes, transforming the clay to a sticky mass; 
water percolation is then drastically reduced, and the ba-
sicity of the soil rises markedly. 

 

The tolerance of fish to changes in salinity is often quite 

remarkable. Many marine bacteria and diatoms are able 

to tolerate salt concentrations as great as 25 percent. The 

minimum sodium requirement for mammals appears to 

be 0.05 percent of the diet, corresponding in a normal 

adult to a requirement of 1–2 grams (0.04–0.07 ounce) of 

salt per day, which results in an average sodium content 

of body tissues of 0.24 percent. There is a wide variation 

of sodium content in the different tissues, with whole 

blood containing approximately 0.62 percent sodium chlo-

ride, whereas skin has a sodium content of less than 0.1 

percent. There is a relationship between salt content and 

water balance of the body; a low salt intake causes loss of 

water. Considerable quantities of sodium are lost through 

the skin by perspiration, and considerable quantities can 

be excreted in the urine.   

 

 

 

 
 

 

Need More Info? 

For more information visit some of the following sites: 

Nutrition Labelling: www.healthcanada.gc.ca/ nutritionla-

belling Eating Well with Canada’s Food Guide: 

www.healthcanada.gc.ca/foodguide Nutrient Value of 

Some Common Foods: 

www.hc-sc.gc.ca/fn-an/alt_formats/ hpfb-dgpsa/pdf/

nutrition/ nvscf-vnqau_e.pdf 

Health Canada’s Food and Nutrition section: 

www.hc-sc.gc.ca/fn-an/index_e.html 

Canadian Food Inspection Agency: 

www.inspection.gc.ca/ 

For additional articles on health and safety issues go to 

the It's Your Health Web section at: 

www.healthcanada.gc.ca/iyh 

You can also call toll free at 

1-866-225-0709 

or TTY at 1-800-267-1245* 
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PRISONER’S LEGAL SERVICES  

We can help you with your prison and parole issues that affect your liberty rights, such as segregation, disci-

plinary hearings, involuntary transfers, parole suspension, detention and sentence calculation. We also assist 

prisoners with human rights and health care issues.  

For assistance, please call the LEGAL SERVICES SOCIETY CALL CENTER for a referral at  

Federal:  1-888-839-8889 

Provincial:  604-681-9736 

Once you have a referral, you can call Prisoner’s Legal Services directly at: 

Federal:  1-866-577-5245 

Provincial:  604-853-8712 

These are “common access numbers” that you can call without having the number put on your authorized 

call list. If you don’t have a PIN, ask for an administrative call.  

Send us your advertisement for publishing 

Or have us design something creative for you! 

New Lower Prices 
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Freedom of the Press: What is it? 

I 
mmunity of the communications media—including newspapers, books, magazines, radio, and televi-

sion—from government control or censorship. Freedom of the press is regarded as fundamental to indi-

vidual rights. 

Without free media, a free society and democratic self-government would not be possible. By recogniz-

ing the right to dissent, democratic governments encourage peaceful and orderly social and political change. 

In a totalitarian  state, the most intense restrictions were those clamped on the mass media, intellectu-

als, and artists, all of whom had to comply with party directives. Books, magazines, and newspapers are 

and were subject to pre-publication censorship in all totalitarian countries, and radio and television sta-

tions were owned outright by the state. 

The ‘Out of Bounds’ magazine is an inmate-owned business and our website is: www.PenalPress.com   

Unfortunately we are censored by CSC. They evaluate our publication. I hope this replies to any sugges-

tions we are not censored which might be in some minds. As to prisoners, and having a free press, such 

is an illusion.  Correctional Services of Canada prohibits a free press in this country.  

“An incarcerated person does not forfeit the right to freedom of expression, and the wider public has a 

right to be informed of what goes on behind prison walls.” (page 18 2019-2020) Annual Report Office of 

the Correctional Investigator 

The freedom of the press is one of the greatest bulwarks of liberty, and can never be restrained 

but by despotic governments—George Mason (1725 - 1792) U.S. statesman 

 


